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FREE BLUES CONCERTS
from 6 - 8:30PM

PLUS COLD DRINKS
and HOT FOOD!

Tuesdays in June, July & August

BLUESDAYS
Village at Palisades Tahoe

6/14

THE BLUES MONSTERS
7/5

LAURIE MORVAN BAND
7/26

ALBERT CASTIGLIA
8/16

STUDEBAKER JOHN
and

THE HAWKS

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

6/21

CHRIS CAIN
7/12

TERRY HANCK

6/28

MARK HUMMEL BAND
7/19

DENNIS JONES BAND

8/2

8/9

JC SMITH BAND

AKI KUMAR
8/23

EDDIE 9V

8/30

and

ROY ROGERS

THE DELTA RHYTHM KINGS
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DO TELL !
Tahoe City, Kings Beach, and Incline Village fireworks will be replaced
this year by choreographed aerial drone shows in order to reduce fire risk,
sound trauma to pets and wildlife, and water and land pollution. Truckee,
meanwhile, is sticking with fireworks this year.
The #DoTell question of June is: “What are your thoughts
on drone shows replacing July 4th fireworks in the
Truckee/Tahoe area?” ~ TC

PETER THOREN, Tahoe Donner
Film technician/on-set editor

I think it is a fabulous idea with the fire season as it is.
It’ll be safe, and this is where we’re at. I’m surprised that
people are still asking on the Nextdoor app if fireworks are
going to happen at Donner Lake, which is so brittle with dry
wood.

OWEN VAN MIERLO, Kings Beach/
Incline Village
Local skier

Hadn’t heard about it, but sounds good if it’ll mitigate fire
risk.

JOAN & JOE DULCEY, Waldorf,
Maryland

Straw artist (Joan) and retired naval engineer
in explosives/propellants (Joe)
Drone shows look spectacular on TV; would be great
in person. Don’t know cost, but fire safety is worth it,
especially if dryness threatens cancellation. Maybe
alternate each year between fireworks/drones.

DOUG DOBLER, Tahoma
Local business owner

I don’t vote for that. Probably not as dramatic or bright as
fireworks and probably higher cost.

BRANNAN LEONARD, Tahoe City
Lumberyard manager

I wouldn’t be satisfied with a drone show due to lack of
loud noises and explosions. For all 41 years of my life, I’ve
gone to my grandparents’ cabin 1.5 blocks from Donner
Lake to see the fireworks there so I look forward to it each
year, making fireworks a big part of my life. It’s my favorite
holiday, and I want the big boom factor.
COMPILED BY TED COAKLEY III/MOONSHINE INK
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It Takes the Head and the Heart
Solutions to our issues are
to be derived from clinical
solutions, broken down into
numbers and documented by
the facts only, ma’am. Keep
emotion out of it. Don’t trust
your intuition, let data be your
guide.

TRUCKEE DOWNTOWN MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION

WHAT’S UP DOWNTOWN

LOCAL BUSINESSES, LOCAL OWNERS, LOCAL LIFE

PUBLISHER’S NOTE
By Mayumi Elegado
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JUNE 23–AUG 11 • 5–8:30PM

HISTORIC DOWNTOWN TRUCKEE
ARTISAN VENDORS • LIVE MUSIC • FOOD COURT • BEER GARDEN • KIDS ACTIVITIES

June 23rd — NOMADS
PRESENTED BY

| COMPASS

June 30th — ELVIS CANTÚ
PRESENTED BY

| Grocery Outlet

July 7th — COBURN STATION
PRESENTED BY

| Alpenglow Expeditions

July 14th — LOCAL ANTHOLOGY
PRESENTED BY

| Save Mart

PRESENTED BY | Tahoe Forest Health System

July 28th — MESCALITO

| Worktempl TAHOE

August 4 — WOLF JETT
th

PRESENTED BY

| Select Physical Therapy

Our left-brain focused society
holds science on a pedestal.

August 11th — DIRTY CELLO
PRESENTED BY

It’s tempting to stay focused
on the heartache and raise our
fists to the sky in anguish. Yet
if our goal is to shift the direction from where we’re going,
we won’t get anywhere staying
in this mind frame. As author
Robin Wall Kimmerer said in
her book, Braiding Sweetgrass,
“Despair is paralysis. It robs
us of agency. It blinds us to
our own power …”
But there is a critical shift
needed for our society to
come into our power. We
must embrace a tool that for
so long we’ve been told cannot
be trusted: our hearts.

July 21st — GHOST TOWN REBELLION
PRESENTED BY

Doesn’t it feel as if the world
is at a boiling point? Dramatic
changes in our environment
are displacing human communities and nature’s ecosystems.
Wildfire is now a given and
expected to worsen in coming
years. The tragedy in Uvalde,
Texas, broke our collective
hearts; and it reflects the
ongoing strife, and all-out war,
that happens across the world,
every day.

Make no mistake, I’m an
ardent fan of science — I was
raised in this culture, after
all. It’s a powerful tool. Yet
it often leaves us adrift of
knowing which way to go.

This month’s business feature
by Alex Hoeft highlights
Vibrant Planet, a company
using smart-tech to make our
forests more wildfire resistant,
p. 23. But another key part
of their mission is to foster
resilience in the forest, giving
thought to health of the land,
which will come back thousandfold. Cofounder Scott
Conway says in the article
that it’s not just the number of
acres that matters, it’s “what
you did in that acre.”
The Feel Good this month,
p. 48, about a very special
Incline Middle School student,
will leave you in tears, with its
strong testament to the power
of the heart and how “kindness is a superpower.”

KICKSTART THE HEART:
olutions to wildﬁre will co e
from more than our left brains.

The troublesome phenomenon
of catastrophic wildfire is
being made worse by our
tendency to want to place
blame. We are all complicit,
it is our heritage of what was
done to the land years ago and
ignored by several generations. But now we demand
our governmental agencies to
figure out the solution, and
yesterday. That pressure must
be unbelievable. No wonder
there’s infighting, p. 11.
A key reason we don’t know
which way we’re going is that
we’ve become separated from

On a personal level, I’m about
to solidify how tantamount
matters of the heart are. This
month, I’m getting married
for the first time (!!) to a man
who I’ve known for 20-plus
years — but it took that many
for me to appreciate how big
and wonderful his heart is.
When your mind spins out
of control over personal,
community, and global issues,
take a moment and put your
hand over your heart. Let the
physical action connect your
mind and heart. Then seek
answers.

| La Galleria

M O O N S H I N E

truckeethursdays.com
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Favorite summertime recreation spot around Tahoe?
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the land in matters of the
heart. Do we seek solutions to
wildfire because we love our
land or because we fear for
our lives?

ON THE COVER: WILL DRONES CHANGE THE 4TH FOREVER?

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATION

Donner Lake will have traditional
ﬁreworks this year while ings each
and Tahoe City will use drones.
TDMA IS A
NON-PROFIT
ORGANIZATION

MOONSHINEINK.COM

ABOUT THE ARTIST

ike nglish does our hine n
cartoons. If you haven’t been offended
by one recently lease be atient. e
assures us that he will get to you ust as
soon as he can.
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8 | She’s On a Mission
New Moonshine intern shows the sort
of drive that drives our work.

HOME FRONT
V I N T A G E
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32 | Market Watch
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33 | Space It Up
How the burn bans affect your barbecue

NEWS

48

16 | You Asked. They Answered.
15 million Basin visitors; where’s the
public beaches line?

afer rom

ildﬁre

Three steps to insurance savings
MOUNTAIN LIFE

18 | News Briefs
Prepare for extreme drought; Granite
View Condos in Olympic Valley; Canyon
Springs is saved forever; more

37 | Shaman’s Path

20 | In the Past
The post-World War II last stand of the
almost unsinkable USS Nevada

Humane Society of Truckee-Tahoe

Bedtime rituals for a better night’s sleep
38 | Animal Tales
Edventure of a lifetime begins at

SOUL KITCHEN
40 | Plum Crazy

22 | Business Briefs
Tahoe Fund expands staff, gets new
chair; a cadet change of command;
Landing Locals expands and raises
incentives locally; more
23 | Business Feature
Tahoe-based Vibrant Planet is a smart
tech company tamping down obstacles
to forest wildﬁre hardening.

Tangy, sweet, and in season
SPORTS & OUTDOORS
41 | It’s Not About the Jeep
Tahoe Donner 4 Wheelers are out for
more than just a joyride.
CLASS ACT: Incline Village sixth grader RB Bruce, who is believed to be the only person in
the world with a s eciﬁc chro oso al abnor ality has felt the love fro his class ates.
Courtesy photo

F E AT U R E S

4 | Do Tell
Thoughts on the drones for the 4th

Beach to open
TAP CALENDAR
45 | What’s Happening?

NEWS

6 | Publisher’s Note
Takes the head and the heart

eaders e ect
Readers chime in on the May 2022
print edition, alleging fraudulent
voting, Tahoe’s fascinating history, and
doing right by local news sources like
Moonshine Ink.

Featured community events and

11 | Common Ground, Divided Practices

announcements

A breakdown of why the U.S. Forest Service and Cal Fire go about
co bating wildﬁres differently and the legislative atte t to
get both agencies on the same page.

46 | Get Out & Go
George Clinton and P-Funk in Truckee
YOUR CANVAS

FEEL GOOD

50 | Puzzle Page

48 | Sixth-Grade Super Boy

Crossword; Sudoku; The Stars;
a challenge

Incline Village sixth grader RB Bruce is teaching the world that kindness
is a superpower. His classmates have joined together to support their
friend, who has a unique chromosomal abnormality.

C O N T R I B U T O R S
Since 2006, Bill Dietz, principal broker of
Tahoe Luxury Properties, has sold over $1.18
billion in Tahoe real estate in both California
and Nevada, including 78 lakefront homes.
Together with real estate manager Megan
Mickel and team agent Diana Keating, the
DIETZ GROUP offers expertise in discussing
local market dynamics and trends in Market
Watch, p. 32.

ERIN ELLIS came to Truckee in 2006 after
graduating from the California University
of Sacramento. She worked in marketing
before joining the Humane Society of
Truckee-Tahoe. Erin and her husband,
Nate, have a daughter, Emma; twins,
Isabella and Kellen; and a pup, Oscar. She
shares about Human Society of TruckeeTahoe’s Edventure camp, p. 38.

CRAIG C. ROWE is a Truckee-based
freelance journalist, copywriter, and
backpacking guide who hosts trivia at
“The Duck,” snowboards, and might give
up mountain biking. He and his wife,
Karen, have a dog, Ranger, who reminds
them weekly why pet insurance is a good
idea. He introduces us to the Tahoe
Donner 4 Wheelers, p. 41.

Shaman and reiki master TANYA FULLER
of Three Feathers Holistic helps people
master their personal energy so they can
clear limiting belief patterns, create new
energetic imprints, and expand their
intuitive vision. In Moonshine’s column,
Shaman’s Path, Tanya shares simple
bedtime rituals to help improve your
quality of sleep, p. 37.

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

43 | Trending Now
New North Tahoe Arts Center in Kings

OPINION

26 | My Shots, Obituary
On being a woman; celebrating the life
of Lenise Candiotto Guimarães; context
around Hirschdale; to not sit idly by.

A R T S & C U LT U R E

51 | Parting Shot
Wild Things

Moonshine Ink’s print edition releases the
second Thursday of each month. Printed
with soy inks on recycled paper. Opinions
and conclusions expressed are those of
authors and do not necessarily re ect those of
Ink staff or advertisers. Become a member at
moonshineink.com/members. For advertising
info, email sales@moonshineink.com. Print
subscriptions are $25/year at moonshineink.
com/subscribe. Stay in the know via
moonshineink.com/enews.
Issue

Deadline

14 July – 10 Aug
11 Aug – 7 Sept
8 Sept – 12 Oct

30 June
28 July
25 Aug

These are the drop-dead deadlines.
However, if you want your submission
considered, please send it in early.
For info, email info@moonshineink.com.
10137 Riverside Dr., Truckee CA 96161
(530) 587-3607 ph | (530) 587-3635 fax

MOONSHINEINK.COM
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C H U T Z PA H
Lola Hadley was wandering around
at Earth Day when she overhead
our photographer, Ted Coakley
III, talking to someone about
Moonshine Ink, and she dashed
over to introduce
herself. She inquired
about doing an internship; he told her to
email the reporting
team. Lola wrote the
MOONSHINE INK
MEMBER
email, at left, that very
evening.

MEMBER-SUPPORTED
JOURNALISM
Our members’ support helps us to
create an environment that fosters
these bright lights for the future
of journalism, like Lola. One of
the joys of what we do is seeing
the development of budding
reporters. Moonshine Ink
reporting alumni have gone
on to get master’s degrees in
journalism, work for national
newspapers, and helm papers
in other towns. Some have
remained here, still contribMembership
uting when they can.
Update

shine

Ted sent a note to the
Ink team the next day
BY MAYUMI
Have you ever thought, “Hey,
and said he’d met a
ELEGADO
I think Moonshine should
young woman who was
look
into
this”? Consider this: It’s
“very eager to be involved in any
incredibly
expensive to do in-depth
way with Moonshine.”
reporting. Each story we take
“In addition to maybe getting what
on requires story development,
seemed to be a bright and enthua hearty amount of research, the
delicate art of writing and editing,
siastic person to help out if any of
and visual-team magic. It’s our
y’all need, it was a nice moment of
commitment to serve the commuoptimism, to see someone so young
nity with high-quality journalism.
so interested in carrying on in real
If you would like to see it continue,
journalism,” he wrote. “It was just
we need your support. Join the
a minute of talking, in passing, but
people whose names are published
I got a good feeling from that kid.”
on our members’ list, at right, and
Lola’s definitely got the chutzpah
become a member today.
to be a reporter, and we’re happy
It’ll bring good feelings — and
to announce that she’s our summer
may even inspire a future budding
intern this year. Read more about
journalist — we promise.
her below.

WHAT'S BUGGING YOU?
Pest control for your home and business

“AMAZING SERVICE!

Quick, knowledgeable, nice
and professional. I guess
we’ve found the go-to pest
management person here
(Yelp Review, Sept. 2021)

”

Locally owned & operated

530.386.8888•Steven@PandaPest.com
NV #6931•CA #PR7125

PandaPestManagement.com
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NEWS: BRIEFS, ONLINE ONLY
Released June 3: A free, on-demand shuttle service expands to Truckee; the town’s waitlist for short-term rentals opens June
13; Duffield foundation gets new executive director; more.

Released May 27: Granite View Condominiums is going through the environmental process; Landing Locals upping rental
incentive max from $10,000 to $18,000 for local homeowners; construction season in Incline Village; more.

Released May 20: Resources and guidance for families amid the infant formula shortage; public input is sought for the Rocker
Memorial Skatepark in Truckee; a promotion in Incline Village and a new face in North Tahoe; more.

Released May 13: A year-long effort to collect trash from beneath Lake Tahoe’s waters has concluded (but more cleanups are to
begin); Incline Village’s STR ordinance has been amended; three high schoolers receive premier Girl Scout recognition; more.

Find each week’s briefs packaged individually at the News dropdown menu
at the top bar of the homepage of moonshineink.com.

Got a tip? Email us at editors@moonshineink.com.
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Common Ground, Divided Practices
U.S. Forest Service maintains scientific need for letting
fire linger; Cal Fire’s immediate suppression tactic is
more appealing to local communities

SKELETAL REMAINS: he aldor ire last summer de astated large swaths of land southwest of and within the a e ahoe asin s wildfires
across the western United States grow larger in size and heat, fueled by climate change and drought, the agencies responsible for putting the
ames out ha e differing approach
actions that are increasingly frustrating to those li ing in fire’s shadow hoto by arah iller oonshine n

BY ALEX HOEFT
Moonshine Ink

The U.S. Forest Service and Cal
Fire have different approaches
when it comes to facing wildfire,
yielding national frustration and
reportedly, at times, a contentious frontline.
The federal agency seeks to let
low-intensity fires burn in some
situations — part of an effort to
protect the longevity of forests
and wildlands across California;
while the state department aims
for immediate suppression of
flames, citing a priority of bringing safety to structures and lives
here and now.
Locally, this division between
the two agencies became apparent to the public last year after
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

an opinion piece in Moonshine
Ink laid the blame of struggling
wildfire containment at the feet of
the forest service. The piece was
hot on the heels of the Tamarack
Fire, a lightning strike-induced
fire which for 13 days was monitored by the USFS before blowing
up in size, burning 68,637 acres,
and destroying 15 structures near
Markleeville. The forest service
was in the hot seat.
But the USFS points to science
supporting the necessity for
friendly fire on the landscapes;
it’s a matter of thinking long-term
rather than short-term.
With catastrophic wildfire
increasingly a threat to human
communities, some critics aim
to curtail the forest service’s
let-burn strategy altogether.
Earlier this year, legislation
requiring the federal agency to
attack all wildfire with 24 hours
was proposed in the U.S. House
of Representatives. Tahoe-area
counties, agencies, communities,
and beyond are supportive.

Friendly fire
From both sides of the line in the
sand is a mutual understanding
that fire on a landscape — lowintensity fire — is good.
Both Cal Fire and the USFS
encourage the application of
fire to forests and wildlands in a
planned and controlled process.
This prescribed burning reduces
hazardous and excessive fuels,
minimizes the spread of pests,
recycles nutrients into the soil,
and more.
“Prescribed burning is specifically geared toward reducing that
surface fuel load,” said Malcolm
North, a top research ecologist
with the USFS whose focus is on
forests and fires in the western
United States. “And in the fire
situation, what really drives
wildfires is the surface fuel loads
[grasses, shrubs, etc. on the
ground].”
To enact a prescribed burn takes
a detailed planning process that
includes: identifying an area,
MOONSHINEINK.COM

coordinating with landowners,
going through an environmental
review, selecting appropriate
treatments, and hiring contractors.
Sometimes mechanically thinning
a forest satisfies the need; other
times a burn is necessary, and a
burn prescription is created.
“When it comes time to burn, the
day of the burn, we have a go/
no-go checklist,” explained Mike
Blankenheim, fire chief of Cal
Fire’s Amador-El Dorado Unit.
“… Is the wind direction what we
want; is the temperature where
we want it; is the fuel moisture
where we want it? Do we have the
resources we said we would need;
do we have the right amount of
fire engines and bulldozers and
hand crews and all those things
available to do to the burn?”
The time period between identifying a location in need of
forest treatment to using a drip
torch to light a prescribed fire,
Blankenheim said, can take a
year or longer.
See FANNING

THE FLAMES p. 12
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the land are unpopulated, and
because the agency is focused
more long-term on preservation
of wildlands and forests, immediate suppression of wildfire is not
always utilized.
North told Moonshine Ink that
due to the inevitability of fire,
not addressing the fuel-crowded
forests across the Sierra Nevada
and all of California with lowintensity fires whenever possible
will yield even more dangerous
wildfires in the future. He added
that 98% to 99% of the science
community is on board with the
approach of letting fire burn
under the right conditions.

LAYING IT ALL OUT: hese maps of alifornia show the responsibility areas for agencies responding to fire
municipalities yellow is state responsibility area al ire and green identifies federal responsibility area
shows how the lines fall around ruc ee and orth ahoe ourtesy maps

FANNING THE FLAMES from p. 11

Because of the detailed factors, the
safest times for these burns to take
place are small windows: about
five or six weeks during the spring
and five or six during the fall, by
Blankenheim’s guess. He adds, “To
find those windows where all those
things line up is getting harder and
harder.”
Yet it remains a mutually recognized
need. This past August, the USFS
and Cal Fire leadership signed a
memorandum of understanding over
shared stewardship of California’s
forest and rangelands. The MOU
establishes a partnership to maintain and restore California lands
in ways that “reduce public safety
risks, protect natural and built
infrastructure, and enhance ecological habitat and biological diversity.”

Included in the agreement are
plans for both agencies to treat
500,000 acres of forest and
wildland each year in California.
Ideally, North says, California would
see 600,000 acres treated per year
in the Sierra Nevada alone — simi12
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lar to what burned naturally prior
to Europeans’ arrival. This goal is
detailed in a paper, Pyrosilviculture
Needed for Landscape Resilience of
Dry Western United States Forests,
published in May 2021 by North
and other authors. The last decade
has seen an average of 60,000 to
90,000 acres treated — “Maybe
10% to 15% of where we would
want to be,” North said.

Suppression
versus let burn
The schism over when friendly
fire should be allowed reflects
the differing fundamental roles
of each agency.
“Cal Fire and the forest service
agree on what should be done,”
North explained. “They’ve read
enough of the science; they know
what’s going on. Where the big difference is … is the context of the
land that you’re working in. Cal
Fire does not have much wiggle
room — they’re often working
right against homes.”
Cal Fire’s jurisdiction is known
as state responsibility areas
MOONSHINEINK.COM

ray is local responsibility area
orest er ice he map inset

— acreage in California where
Cal Fire serves as the primary
emergency response for fire
suppression and prevention. This
acreage, colored yellow in the
maps above, accounts for state
and private lands and tends to be
close to urban areas. The land on
which Cal Fire suppresses flames
is not its own, but others’.
The USFS, meanwhile, is responsible for wildland fire protection
on federal responsibility areas,
identified in green in the accompanying maps and accounting for
57% of California’s 33 million
acres of forests. Alongside the
Bureau of Land Management
and National Park Service, the
USFS owns this land.
The forest service is a land management agency with the goal of
sustaining forests and grasslands
across the country for current
and future generations. The
agency’s work with fire comprises
only one piece of the pie.
Because the federal agency owns
its land, because large swaths of

“If we can get people — and
particularly I’m talking about
in the agencies and leadership
— to realize that fire is going to
happen one way or another, and
the choice is between continuing to do what we’re doing now
[suppression], which is kind of
a disaster, versus trying to get
out in front of it,” North said.
“To me, it’s pretty clear that that
would make a compelling way
of trying to re-shift this whole
dynamic, because right now
we’re not doing very well.”
A 27-year veteran with the
USFS, North says seven to
eight years back, the idea began
percolating up to the highest
ranks of the forest service that
wildfire needed to be worked
with instead of suppressed.
“It’s a zero-sum game,” North
said. “Every time we play it
entirely cautious, it doesn’t make
the fire go away. In fact, we kick
the can down the road and when
the fire does come, it’s even
worse because you have more
years of fuel building up and you
have it escape during extreme
weather conditions when it’s
really going to go nuts.”
It’s not a decision made lightly,
and it’s not one made near
homes, although sometimes
a fire that’s being monitored
can get out of control, like the
Tamarack Fire. More recently,
the Hermits Peak Fire in New
Mexico is a USFS-prescribedburn-gone-bad — admitted by
and apologized for by the forest
service, as reported by KRQE
News in early April.
TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
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SCARRED: he
orest er ice iews the future of the country as one that li es with wildfire instead of immediately suppressing it
he
pound gorilla in the room is that we ha e to start ha ing
a con ersation about learning to li e with fire rather than always trying to suppress it, said alcolm orth, research ecologist with the forest ser ice
nd that’s still a ery ner ous topic for the forest
ser ice, al ire, all of these agencies, because it’s ris y
hoto by arah iller oonshine n

The percentages of these rogue
burns are low. A statement from
USFS Chief Randy Moore on
May 20 shared that 99.84% of the
agency’s 4,500 annual prescribed
burns go according to plan. In that
same statement, though, Moore
asked for a pause on such burns
due to the large fires nationwide.
Moore wrote that he’s “creating
a review team consisting of representatives from the wildland
fire and research community.
The team will review prescribed
fire protocols, decision support
tools, and practices.” His expectation is that the review will take
about 90 days.
North says the pressure on
Moore to pause prescribed burns
won’t be helpful in the long run.
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

“At some point, if we’re going
to do things differently and
we’re really going to make some
progress on pace and scale,
we’re going to have to be able to
have an approach where some
of the pressure on these people
is either backed up ahead of
time or provide some cover for
being able to make these hard
decisions,” he said. “Because
right now it’s very difficult when
you’ve got a bunch of senators
and congressmen breathing
down your neck.”

“We don’t manage public land,
we protect private land,” said
Cal Fire Chief Brian Estes,
who oversees the Nevada-YubaPlacer Unit. “The only way that
we approach the suppression
of a fire is 100% initial attack.
It doesn’t matter whether it’s
a roadside start or something
with a lot of energy, we launch a
robust resource order on it with
ground resources and aviation
resources. That’s been like that
for 100 years; that’s the way our
department has always operated.”

While the federal agency
explores balancing safety concerns with long-term scientific
benefits of friendly fire, Cal
Fire’s MO is much clearer cut: It
is a fire protection agency.

The state agency seeks to contain 95% of fires started on state
lands at 10 acres or less. Last
year, the Nevada-Yuba-Placer
Unit was 97.8% effective with
that goal.

Divided we fall
While leadership for both the forest service and Cal Fire maintain
there is no animosity between the
two agencies despite the different
philosophies of battling blazes,
third parties have witnessed
contention.
A municipal firefighter working
in the Tahoe area told Moonshine
Ink he’s been on about 25 major
wildfires, working under both
Cal Fire and USFS leadership.
“The U.S. Forest Service and Cal
Fire could not be more different
agencies in terms of how they run
incidents to how their personnel
operate,” he said, asking to remain
anonymous given the divisive
See FANNING
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topic and potential backlash.
“Their outlook and mantras are
different.”
He witnessed clashes between
the two agencies on the front
line, saying staff from each would
“butt heads because of their
[differing] philosophies.” He also
specifically questioned the use of
fire by forest service firefighters
during last year’s Dixie Fire, on
which he was working.
There are benefits to both agencies, the firefighter added: better
food with Cal Fire incidents, but
good, low-intensity fire on the
ground with the USFS; laid-back

attitudes at forest service camps,
more structure at Cal Fire’s.
His municipal agency and others
like it are small fish compared to
the two: “All the small departments are on the same page [with
wildfire strategy], but until you
get buy-in from [Cal Fire and
the forest service], nothing will
change,” he said.
An effort to force such buy-in —
to get agencies on the same page
in terms of addressing wildfire —
is happening congressionally.
On March 2, Congressman
Tom McClintock, representing
California District 4 (which
covers Truckee and Tahoe),

introduced a bill in the U.S.
House of Representatives requiring the secretary of agriculture
to carry out wildfire suppression
on National Forest System lands
within the first 24 hours of
detection. Congressman Doug
LaMalfa, a Republican representing California District 1,
co-sponsored the bill.
The bill, HR 6903, was referred
to the House Subcommittee
on Conservation and Forestry
on March 8, where it sits as of
publication. Rocky Deal, chief of
staff for Republican McClintock’s
office, told Moonshine Ink that
his office is doing everything
possible to get the bill up before

the natural resources committee,
“but a realist would say, no, the
committee will not take it up”
due to a hesitancy by Democrats
to manage forests at a larger
scale.
“What we want to see by this
bill is we cannot go into another
fire season — and it happens
every season — where we have a
fire that begins on federal land,
U.S. National Forest land, that
is allowed to burn and then gets
away,” Deal said.
“The conditions that these forests
are in now, you cannot wait
and you must use all available
resources,” he continued. “… The
counter has been, well, a thunderstorm or thunder-lightning
front comes through and there’ll
be multiple fires and you can’t
expect them to put ‘em all out.
No, that’s not the point. The
point is you continue to attack
every one of those fires that you
can with the resources that you
can muster until they’re out.”
To date, jurisdictions, individuals,
and organizations that’ve publicly
supported HR 6903 include
Placer, Nevada, and El Dorado
counties, the Tahoe Douglas Fire
Protection District, State Senator
Brian Dahle, and the Sierra
Forest Action Coalition. (See the
full list on the facing page.)
Cal Fire’s Blankenheim added
that based on conversations with
fire chiefs around the Tahoe
Basin, he sees that they agree
with HR 6903.
“The sole purpose of [the bill]
is public awareness and demonstrating to the forest service
that those who represent a lot of
people are saying, yes, you need
to do this,” Deal said.
Chief Estes mentioned a misconception he’s heard in response
to the bill — that flexibility for
federal agencies to manage their
land and use fire appropriately
would be taken away.

AIM FOR THE FLAMES: The Tamarack Fire southeast of Lake Tahoe smoldered for nearly two weeks in a rocky area and was monitored by the
orest er ice before winds blew it up in si e any see the amarac ire as an e ample of why the
should not allow fires to burn, and
instead opt for immediate suppression ere, a firefighter sprays water onto hot spots lingering from the fire last uly hoto courtesy
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“I don’t think it really does that,”
he said. “I think really what it’s
doing is enforcing that philosophy
that under certain circumstances
and in certain geographical areas,
full suppression needs to be the
mission of the day.”
TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
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Cal Fire as an agency in general, Estes added, isn’t taking an official
position on the legislation, “but there’s nothing in that bill that we do
not already do and support every single day of the year.”
Conversely, North describes the legislation as a short-term attempt to
maintain political power. “The science is very consistent and what the
politicians sometimes push is a short-term desired outcome,” he furthered. “But in the end, it’s not going to change the fundamentals that
the problem’s going to get worse and worse.”

As of May 26, the following
jurisdictions, individuals, and
organizations have publicized
support of HR 6903:
Alpine County; Amador County; Placer County;
Nevada County; El Dorado County; Tuolumne
County chair and vice chair; Tuolumne County
Utility District; California State Sheriffs’
Association; Mountain County Water Agency
(made up of 35 water districts); Placer County
Water Agency; City of Auburn; City of Roseville;
City of Rocklin; City of Lincoln; City of Colfax;
Town of Loomis; American Loggers Association;
Associated California Loggers; Placer County
Business Alliance; South Lake Tahoe Chamber
of Commerce; South Lake Tahoe Lodging
Association; Tahoe Douglas Fire Protection
District; Tahoe Douglas Fire Chief Scott
Lindgren; assemblypersons Frank Bigelow, Kevin
Kiley, Megan Dahle, and James Gallagher; senators Jim Nielsen, Brian Dahle, Scott Wilk, Pat
Bates, Andreas Borges, Shannon Grove, Brian
Jones, Melissa Melendez, and Rosilicie Ochoa
Bogh; and Sierra Forest Action Coalition.

MORE ONLINE

Visit tdpud.org and click on the My Account
button to update your contact information and
sign up for emergency alerts and notifications.
Sign up for TDPUD Nixle emergency alerts by
texting TDPUD to 333111.

Find links to HR
6903 and its
letters of support,
as well as scientific
studies mentioned
by Malcolm North.

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.
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OPEN SEASON: Based on data from a few
different Tahoe-area agencies, about 15 million
people visit the Tahoe Basin each year, many of
them headed for public beaches to recreate in the
water. Photo by Ted Coakley III/Moonshine Ink

15 MILLION VISITORS
AND THE SEARCH FOR
PUBLIC BEACHES

You Asked.

They Answered.
The warm sun on my skin has
me thinking about summer
days spent at the lake. Of
course, that idea is on many
minds right now. How many
other minds exactly was
one of our questions in this
month’s YATA — especially
as the 4th of July approaches
(drones, anyone? p. 4). And
for those seeking to lay out
a blanket and prop up an
umbrella on one of Tahoe’s
many fabulous beaches, a
rundown of where the public/private property lines end
will help make your beach
day more enjoyable.
~ AH
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LINE IN THE SAND

How many people visit
Tahoe each year?

Does the public’s
access to beaches
around Lake Tahoe
change based on the
water level of the
lake? In other words,
do property lines
extend to a specific
water level of the
lake?

According to the Tahoe
Prosperity Center,
Tahoe Regional Planning
Agency, Caltrans, and
Nevada Department of
Transportation, the Tahoe
Basin amasses more than 15
million visitors per year.

The annual average daily
vehicle counts published by
Caltrans and Nevada DOT
on incoming routes to Tahoe
total roughly 24.8 million
vehicle trips. TRPA uses an
average vehicle occupancy
rate of 2.43, which could
mean as many as 60 million
person-trips into the Basin
per year.
~ Shelby Cook, project manager, Tahoe Prosperity Center

MOONSHINEINK.COM

On the California side,
water level does not change
public access. The public has
the right to pass on private
shoreline within 3 feet of the
highwater line. In low water
conditions, the easement is
just wider. You can’t camp
out there, however, and piers
are private property unless
otherwise marked. That
easement does not apply on
the Nevada side where some
property lines end at the

highwater line and others
go all the way to low water.
Private property to low water
means there is no public
access. Since it’s difficult to
know for sure, follow posted
signage and use the Lake
Tahoe Water Trail map to find
places you can come ashore
on a kayak or SUP.
Lake Tahoe Environmental
Improvement Program partners are also helping increase
recreation access through
land acquisition programs.
Since 2014, public access has
been restored on over 600
linear feet of Tahoe shoreline
by placing lands in public
ownership. That’s more than
two football fields in total.
~ Jeff Cowen, TRPA public
information officer
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530-583-8100 | LIGHTHOUSESPA.COM
850 N. LAKE BLVD, TAHOE CITY

Tahoe’s Best Course
is Even Better

COURSE RENOVATION IN 2020 AND 2021
FOR MORE FUN AND PLAYABILITY
•
•
•
•
•
•

ALL NEW GREENS
EXPANDED + REDESIGNED FORWARD TEES
IMPROVED PACE OF PLAY
UPGRADED GOLF PRO SHOP OFFERINGS + EQUIPMENT
CUSTOM CALLAWAY GOLF CLUB FITTING
$30 SKILLS CLINICS + MORE!

VOTED BEST GOLF COURSE IN
2021 BY SIERRA SUN READERS

2021

BOOK YOUR TEE TIME AT TAHOEDONNER.COM/GOLF
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Submit your own to editors@moonshineink.com.
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In June 2021, Placer County received an application
from Granite Chief Partners to develop a 1.31-acre
portion of a commercially zoned 8.5-acre parcel in
Olympic Valley. The proposal is for Granite View
Condominiums, consisting of a new 52-room hotel
building, parking structure, and related amenities. Currently, the project is going through the
nviron ental I act e ort rocess and is e ected
to be completed for public review and comment
this fall. A public comment period for the project’s
Notice of Preparation for the EIR ended May 20, and
a scoping session was held in person and virtually on
May 12.
“Comments received at the scoping session related
to the scope of the environmental analysis will be
addressed by the draft EIR that is anticipated to
be released for public review and comment in the
fall of 2022,” wrote Steve Buelna, Placer planning
supervisor, in an email to Moonshine, “followed
by the re aration of a ﬁnal I that will rovide
responses to comments received and address any
changes to the project that have been incorporated
into the project description.”
In the spring of 2023, the project will be presented
to the Olympic Valley Municipal Advisory Council for
recommendation to the county planning commission.
In response to the project’s Notice of Preparation,
Friends of Squaw Valley, an organization of citizens
living in Olympic Valley, listed 17 points of concern,
including the following:
• The proposed plan is inadequate vis a vis workforce
stafﬁng.
• The project calls for multiple ﬁre pits. The development site is in a heavily wooded area (a forest)
where the risk of wildﬁre is extreme. Wildﬁre and
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Extreme Drought
SACRAMENTO

Granite View Condos Continue Through
Environmental Planning Process
OLYMPIC VALLEY

PLACER COUNTY

E P TA H O

1 Private Well Owners Should Prepare for
The California Groundwater Association is urging all
private well owners impacted by drought to have their
systems inspected and water levels tested as we enter
the summer months.
Drought impacts both the productivity of a
water well and its water quality. Because of this,
it is important that well owners take proper steps
to ensure their systems are operating safely and
efﬁciently as we continue to e erience drought
conditions across the country.
Well owners should consider taking the following
steps:
• Have your water well inspected by a certiﬁed water
well contractor.
• Test your well water.
• Test your water levels.
• Conserve water, ﬁx leaks, and utilize water-efﬁcient
technology.
• Don’t delay.
For more information on maintaining water wells
during drought, visit wellowner.org/drought.
Wellowner.org is operated by National Groundwater
Association with assistance from the Rural Community
Assistance Partnership and offers tip sheets on well
maintenance and a Find A Contractor page, which
allows the ublic to ﬁnd water well contractors in their
area.
~ CGA press release

NEVADA COUNTY
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2022 Fire Season
Declared
TAHOE CITY

On May 19, the Cal Fire NevadaYuba-Placer Unit suspended
burn permits for the season,
and on May 24, the Cal Fire
Amador-El Dorado Unit followed
IN GRANITE: The Granite View Condominiums proposal is currently going through the
suit, resulting in full suspension
nviron ental I act e ort rocess and is e ected to be co leted for ublic review and
comment this fall. Courtesy rendering
of residential burn permits in
the Tahoe Basin. These are the
ﬁre protection are burdens this project puts on the
triggers that prompted North Tahoe Fire Protection
valley, and ﬁre pits should not be allowed regardless
District, Meeks Bay Fire Protection District, and Alpine
of fuel source.
rings ounty ater istrict to activate local ﬁre
• The cost to relocate the Granite Peak trail should
restrictions that suspend the outdoor burning of solid
not be considered as satisfying the Placer County
fuels, including wood and charcoal. The suspension
recreation fee requirements for projects of this
took effect June 1, and remains in effect for the durascope. Any recreational fees that are generated
tion of ﬁre season.
from this project should only be spent by Placer
Following the adoption of the 2019 Fire Code, only
County on Olympic Valley speciﬁc recreation
natural gas or ro ane outdoor ﬁre its barbecues
projects (e.g. replace the playground which has
and pellet grills/smokers are allowed year-round
been deemed to be at its end of life).
e ce t during red ag critical ﬁre weather conditions.
To view the project’s associated documents with the
All of these appliances must be utilized following
California Environmental Quality Act, visit ceqanet.
anufacturer s reco
endations.
en- a e
opr.ca.gov/2022040467.
devices such as tiki torches and all ﬁreworks including
~ AH
s arklers and ﬁrecrackers are illegal in alifornia
year-round. or re orts of ha ardous illegal ca ﬁres
eo le should call
and illegal ﬁrework activity
Conservation Groups Save Canyon Springs
should be reported to local law enforcement.
Forever
uring red ag critical ﬁre weather conditions
TRUCKEE
all sources of o en a es including natural gas or
The Truckee Donner Land Trust, Mountain Area
ro ane outdoor ﬁre its barbecues and ellet
grills s okers are rohibited. ed ag watches and
Preservation, SOS Glenshire, and the Martis Fund
warnings of critical ﬁre weather in the Tahoe asin are
have successfully conserved Canyon Springs, 290
issued by the National Weather Service, Reno.
acres of open space in eastern Truckee.
T
asks residents to re are for wildﬁre by
More than 700 donors raised $11.6 million
maintaining a minimum of 100 feet of defensible
to purchase Canyon Springs in the Glenshire
space around every structure.
neighborhood in the span of a few short months
For additional information on how to create
at the end of 2021, with key gifts from the Martis
defensible s ace ti s to revent wildﬁres and ways
Fund ($6 million), as well as Tony Fadell and Danielle
to prepare for emergencies and evacuations, visit
Lambert ($850,000 as a challenge matching grant).
tahoelivingwithﬁre.co .
The land trust owns the property and will steward
~ NTFPD press release
it to preserve its natural resources and provide for
public access.
MAP has been working for 34 years to protect
G-Mag Exceeds Expectations
critical wildlife habitat and prevent incompatible
TRUCKEE
development in eastern Truckee. SOS Glenshire
formed as a community group also concerned with
A couple of months ago, Phillipa Nigg and
environmental impacts associated with potential
Charlene Simmons from Truckee’s senior community
development in eastern Truckee.
approached the Truckee Donner Recreation and Park
The Martis Fund, which granted more than half the
District, requesting a meeting to discuss the issue of
acquisition total, was crucial to raising the necessary
isolation among the town’s older residents. Nigg and
funds in such a short time.
Simmons met with parks district staff members Steve
The Town of Truckee also contributed $500,000
Randall, Sven Leff, and Simone Grandmain to come
to the stewardship of the property. The land trust is
up with the Golden Meet and Greet (or G-Mag).
now evaluating stewardship needs and public access
G-Mag is a free senior social held every Thursday
from 9 to 11 a.m. at the Community Recreation
opportunities on the property, and seeks donations
Center (10981 Truckee Way). Coffee and baked goods
for stewardship, trail management, and ongoing care.
are served, and a speaker or activity is introduced at
MAP, SOS Glenshire, and the land trust plan to host a
each gathering. t the ﬁrst G- ay eeting on
ril
ribbon cutting celebration for the property later this
more than 90 people showed up.
year.
Attendees are encouraged to share any
~ TDLT, MAP, SOS Glenshire, Martis Fund press
announce ents they ight have and i charts
release
on the walls allow people to sign up for different
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Twain’s (Samuel L. Clemens’)
activities in the community,
quest to stake a timber
i.e. remote control airplanes
claim at Lake Tahoe. Mark
or wake riding.
Twain is one of America’s
The goal, Leff told
most revered writers and
Moonshine, is to battle the
humorists.
isolation brought about
The new panels are part of
by Covid-19. “No cost, no
a series of eight stretching
commitment,” he said. “You
from Tunnel Creek Road,
know you’re going to know
where Twain ﬁrst viewed
somebody or you’re going
the lake, to as far west as
to meet somebody … Come
Carnelian Bay. Collectively,
hang out and make Thursday
they are known informally as
mornings your time.”
the Mark Twain Timber Claim
He gave an example of a
Adventure Trail, a Sierra
couple who recently moved
Nevada Geotourism Historic
to their Tahoe Donner
Place.
ONE STEP CLOSER TO ROCKER: The Town of Truckee’s planning division has released an initial study/mitigated negative
property full-time. After
For more information
declaration
public
review
draft
for
the
Rocker
Memorial
Skate
Park.
Public
comment
must
be
submitted
by
June
17.
Courtesy
attending a G-Mag meeting,
rendering
about
the panels, visit
they made friends and began
sierranevadageotourism.org.
playing pickleball with some,
~ Sierra State Parks Foundation press release
Rocker Memorial Skatepark Initial Study,
swimming with others. “They didn’t know a lot of
Draft Released for Public Review
people two months ago, and now they’re steady
Eddies,” Leff said.
TRUCKEE
TART Connect Expands
Find out about G-Mag’s upcoming topics at tdrpd.
The Town of Truckee’s planning division has released
TRUCKEE
org/golden.
an initial study/mitigated negative declaration public
New this summer, TART Connect, the free, on~ AH
review draft for the Rocker Memorial Skatepark.
demand, shared shuttle service operating in North
The study is in response to environmental impacts
Lake Tahoe, is now coming to Truckee. The Truckee
associated with the project, which proposes a new
Town Council has approved a $460,977 contract with
Approval of Short-Term Rental Ordinance
24,686-square-foot outdoor skateboarding park and a
Downtowner to operate a summer 2022 microtransit
Amendment
28-space parking area in the southeast corner of the
pilot program.
INCLINE VILLAGE
Truckee River Regional Park.
Service will operate from June 25 to Sept. 5 seven
The project site, an undeveloped dirt lot, currently
The Washoe County Board of County Commissioners
days a week from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. TART Connect
serves as an informal parking lot for the rodeo
has voted to adopt an ordinance amending Washoe
users can download the TART Connect app and enjoy
grounds and seasonal events.
County Code governing short-term rentals. Washoe
service in Tahoe Donner, the downtown commercial
Town staff has identiﬁed the following otential
County began permitting STRs in May 2021 with the
core, Glenshire, and the Tahoe Forest Hospital District
signiﬁcant environ ental i acts fro the ro ect:
community services department using the summer
zones. All rides are free to the rider.
biological resources, cultural resources, geology and
season as a pilot to see what issues may arise and
Riders will be able to request point-to-point onsoils, hydrology/water quality, noise, transportation/
how the code might be amended to better serve
demand rides using the TART Connect mobile app,
trafﬁc and tribal cultural resources. owever the
residents and owners of STRs. Based on public meetwhich provides real time information with estimated
town has incorporated mitigation measures to reduce
ings with residents and STR owners, the community
pickup times and mapping with the location of the
or eliminate the potential impacts. The planning
services department suggested revisions to the STR
scheduled vehicle. Those who do not have access
commission will take action on adopting the initial
to a cellular device can book a trip by calling (530)
code at the January commissioners meeting, many of
study/mitigated negative declaration at the June 21
214-5811. In addition, the contractor will provide
which were adopted on May 10.
meeting.
all drivers and a eet of seven si - to nine-seat
Ordinance changes include modifying the maximum
The public review period for the draft began May
passenger vans with one additional backup vehicle.
occupancy calculation, outlining minimum insurance
18 and ends on June 17. To access a copy of the
Two of the vehicles will have wheelchair accessibility,
re uire ents e cluding over ow arking s aces
docu ent visit: townoftruckee.co govern ent
and all vehicles will be equipped with bicycle racks.
in condominium or multi-family complexes in the
community-development/planning-division/growthThe Truckee TART Connect Pilot Program is made
calculation of required parking spaces, and requiring
and-development/rocker-memorial-skate-park. Public
possible through funding provided by the Town of
a bear box in the Incline Village General Improvement
comments can be submitted in person, by mail, or via
Truckee, Truckee Tourism Business Improvement
istrict s service territory following two conﬁr ed
email.
They
must
be
received
by
the
town
prior
to
the
District funds, Tahoe Forest Hospital District, Truckee
trash violations....” ~ Washoe County enews.
June 21 meeting.
Special Service Area #1 (Tahoe Donner) and #5
~ Washoe County enews
In erson ail: o
unity evelo ent
(Glenshire) funds, which are generated from special
Department, 10183 Truckee Airport
assessments on residential properties.
Rd., Truckee, CA 96161.
Riders can also make connections from the Truckee
y e ail: ldabe townoftruckee.co .
Train Depot and Truckee Tahoe Airport to North
Emailed comments may be accepted
Lake Tahoe by TART bus. Once in North Lake Tahoe,
as long as the name, physical address,
riders can request rides within the North Shore’s TART
mailing address, and telephone number
Connect service zones.
is included.
For more information about this program
~ AH
and regional transportation services, visit
tahoetruckeetransit.com.
~ Town of Truckee press release
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Unveiling New Mark Twain
Interpretative Panels at North
Lake Tahoe
TAHOE VISTA

UPON ITS STILL SURFACE: On May 20, the Sierra State Park Foundation hosted
a dedication and recognition event that unveiled four new interpretive panels
identifying historical locations associated with Mark Twain’s timber claim adventure
and wildﬁre. ourtesy hoto
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

On May 20, the Sierra State Parks
Foundation unveiled four new interpretative panels that tell the story of Mark
Twain’s 1861 timber claim adventure.
These panels are located at Gar Woods
Grill and Pier in Carnelian Bay, Sandy
Beach in Tahoe Vista, and North Tahoe
Beach in Kings Beach.
The panels tell the story of Mark

Pro Tip: Most of our News and Business
Briefs are published online first, on a
weekly basis. What you’ll find here in
print are the best of.
Keep up with our weekly
briefs at moonshineink.com/
tahoe-news/briefs
or by scanning the QR code
>
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Unsinkable
NEWS

The USS Nevada’s Last Stand

BATTLESTAR: The USS Nevada is pictured when she was based at the Boston Navy Yard and served in convoy duty in the
Atlantic during World War II. The second of two ships to be named after the nation’s 36th state, it was the lead of two Nevadaclass battleshi s, earnin se en battle stars for her ser ice durin
II. fﬁcial U.S. a
hoto

In the Past
BY PAT DILLON
Special to Moonshine Ink

D

uring World War II, California
and Nevada were not just neighbors in statehood — their namesake
battleships fought many a battle alongside one another. The USS Nevada
has an especially storied history. Its
remains were recently found deep in
the Pacific Ocean off of Hawaii.
On the morning of Dec. 7, 1941, the
USS Nevada was berthed at Pearl
Harbor in Hawaii with other U.S. Navy
battleships while most of her officers
and half the crew enjoyed shore leave.
That morning, as the ship’s band played
the Star-Spangled Banner on the fantail,
the band’s music was interrupted by
the sound of bombs, torpedoes, and
machine guns as the Japanese Imperial
Navy aircraft attacked the resting fleet
in waves from carriers miles away.
As it became clear that this was not
some kind of drill, the skeleton crews
still aboard reacted. Capt. Joseph
Taussig ordered a tug to assist the ship
in getting out to sea and into battle.
The tug came under heavy fire as did
any ship moving in the harbor. The
courageous Taussig ordered her lines
cut and cast off and, with incredible

20
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ship handling under withering fire,
moved her off her berth and toward
the mouth of the port, passing the
exploding USS Arizona, the capsized
USS Oklahoma, and the burning USS
California, which had been struck by
two torpedoes shortly after the start
of the Japanese raid and was taking on
water. Meanwhile, the USS Nevada’s
crew manned her main and anti-aircraft
guns, taking the fight to the attacking
Japanese aircraft.
The Nevada was a capital ship, a type
that is typically larger than the other
warships in its fleet. Because she
was the only such ship underway, the
attackers focused on the Nevada as
she steamed for the open ocean. The
mighty ship was struck by six bombs,
at least one torpedo, and thousands of
bullets. As she began taking in water
through a massive hole in her bow,
Taussig realized she’d never make it
out and that the Japanese intended to
sink her to block the port escape for all
of the American ships.
Taussig ordered the Nevada beached
away from the deep channel to keep
the harbor open. The fury of the attack
increased as she stopped and her stern
swung away, partially blocking the port
entry. The heroic arrival of a little tug,
Hoga, saved the effort. Taking heavy
fire, the men of the Nevada and the
MOONSHINEINK.COM

TIES THAT BIND: LCI-52 is tied up to the USS Nevada off of Iwo Jima in
this Feb. 22, 1945 photo. Courtesy National Archives at College Park

Hoga were able to swing her stern
around, suffering heavy losses and
damage but saving the port.
Sixty men aboard the USS Nevada
were killed and 109 wounded. Two
sailors were awarded the Congressional
Medal of Honor; Taussig, along with a
dozen others, was awarded the Navy
Cross, and he also received the Purple
Heart for losing a leg in the battle.
The Nevada’s crew shot down five
Japanese aircraft and prevented the
Japanese from attacking the largest
Allied naval fuel depot in the Pacific,
shortening the war.
The California, meanwhile, had been
hit by another bomb, which worsened
the flooding despite the ship’s being
designed to resist underwater damage.
The measures proved no match for
the torpedoes, however. According
to the Naval History and Heritage
Command, the USS California “had
steam up and was nearly ready to get
underway when a large mass of burning
oil, drifting down ‘Battleship Row,’
threatened to set the ship afire. She
was ordered abandoned, and, when
the crew returned onboard sometime
later, it was impossible to control her
flooding.” The ship sunk on Dec. 10,
1941, three days after the initial attack.
Four men aboard USS California that
day were awarded the Congressional

Medal of Honor, only one of whom
survived the attack.
The United States was drawn into a
war it had resisted, even as Britain
was bombed and France and much of
Europe were overrun by Hitler’s military. The USS Nevada was pulled from
the muck, patched, and sailed to Puget
Sound to be repaired and refitted.
Ready for combat in May 1943, she
sailed north to Alaska to provide naval
artillery against Japanese troops in the
battle of Attu, the only land battle of
WWII fought on North American soil.
The Nevada then sailed for the
Atlantic, where she provided convoy
security against German capital ships.
While assigned in the Atlantic, the ship
was ordered to provide naval artillery
for the top-secret Operation Neptune/
Overlord, the D-Day attack on the
coast of France. On June 6, 1944, the
USS Nevada was cited for the extreme
accuracy of her bombardment at Utah
Beach. Her aggressive pounding of
the tank divisions and enemy artillery
positions destroyed 110 tanks and
saved countless Allied lives.
Rounding the Cotentin Peninsula off
of northwest France, the Nevada was
ordered into battle with a giant shore
battery, which the Germans were using
to shell troops and vessels to devastating effect. Nevada, taking fire and
TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
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several others before being ordered to
Pearl Harbor for repair.

bracketed by shells, nevertheless fired
her own guns with pinpoint accuracy,
reducing the gun emplacement and
causing the German commander to fly
the white flag of surrender.

Returning to Okinawa, she was
assigned to be stationed alongside the
USS California. Shortly thereafter,
the Japanese surrendered.

In August 1944, the ship steamed
through the Straits of Gibraltar,
providing naval artillery in support
of landings in the South of France,
blasting German gun emplacements,
and shelling the French-built battleship Strasbourg, which had been
commandeered by the German Navy.

In 1946, the Navy decided the ship
had fulfilled her mission. The USS
Nevada, with 30 years of heroic
service, was attacked with atomic
bombs for test purposes. She survived
both those attacks. The Navy then
decided to use her for gunnery
practice. Attacked by multiple ships
firing hundreds of rounds, she stayed
afloat. A final order was given to
torpedo the Nevada from the air. The
torpedo did what no enemy or atom
bomb could do and sent the USS
Nevada to her watery grave.

After firing thousands of rounds
through her massive 14-inch guns,
the Nevada headed for Norfolk,
Virginia, to reline her gun barrels and
refit.
After a Christmas spent in Long
Beach, the USS Nevada rendezvoused in the Pacific with the
battleships Idaho and Tennessee. In
the early morning of Feb. 17, 1945,
the Nevada fired the first salvo at
the island of Iwo Jima in preparation
for the U.S. Marine attack. Two days
later, the morning of the amphibious assault, the Nevada and USS
California — which in March 1942
had been raised, repaired, modernized, and put back into service after
sinking at Pearl Harbor — shelled

BATTLESHIP DOWN: Three days after being hit by enemy torpedoes when the Japanese attacked
Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941, the USS California sunk in the Paciﬁc. It was raised in March 1942 and
eventually put back into service. Photo courtesy National Archives and Records Administration

targets on the heavily defended island
as Marines landed.
As Iwo Jima came under Marine
control, the ship was ordered to
provide naval artillery support for the
invasion of Okinawa. Again paired
with the USS Tennessee, Nevada

accurately bombarded the island.
Attacked by a kamikaze, the ship
lost 11 sailors and 49 were wounded,
but remained on station, pounding
Japanese gun emplacements and
engaging with a shore battery, which
killed another two of her crew. The
Nevada destroyed that gun and

In 1959, after 43 years of service and
seven battle stars awarded, the USS
California was broken up for scrap.
In April 2020, a research vessel found
the USS Nevada in over 15,000 feet
of water miles off Pearl Harbor. And
there she remains, a monument to
her namesake state, to the skilled
shipbuilders who constructed her, and
to the excellent sailors and marines
who served so bravely aboard her.

Partner with a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ Professional
to help complete your financial puzzle

Bill Austin,CFP® and John Manocchio,CFP®

530-563-5250

bill@pacificcrestwp.com | jcmanocchio@pacificcrestwp.com
11209 Brockway Rd, Ste C203, Truckee, CA 96161
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The International Ski Federation announced in
mid-May that Palisades Tahoe will host a FIS Alpine
Ski World Cup men’s event next season. The resort
is among four U.S. ski resorts on the international
tour schedule this coming season — the most
stateside events in 26 years. The event will be held
Feb. 25 to 26, 2023.
Recently, seven Team Palisades Tahoe alumni
were named to the U.S. National Alpine Ski Team,
an increase over the resort’s representation on the
team last season. Team Palisades Tahoe is known
for being one of the best teams in the country
and has produced dozens of elite skiers and
riders across ski racing, big mountain, and freeski
events. For the 2022/23 season, Team Palisades
Tahoe will be represented by team veterans Travis
Ganong, Bryce Bennett, Keely Cashman, AJ Hurt,
Nina O’Brien, Alix Wilkinson, and newcomer Erik
Arvidsson.
~ Palisades Tahoe press release

2 Landing Locals Expands Program, Raises

Incentives Locally
TRUCKEE

Tahoe-based Landing Locals, which began working with the Town of Truckee in October 2020 to
incentivize property owners to rent out extra space
to locals in need of housing, is further expanding its
mission. Over 40 jurisdictions across the U.S. have
reached out to the California corporation since summer 2021, including Cape Cod in Massachusetts;
Mammoth, California; Ketchum, Idaho; and more.
In Summit County, Colorado, which includes the
Town of Telluride, homeowners can now receive up
to
in cash to house locals. orty-ﬁve days
into the Landing Locals program, the county housed
30 locals.
Locally, Placer County and South Lake Tahoe have
both signed on for the rental-matching services;
South Lake has already gotten off the ground with
the government-incentivized program, while Placer
County is expected to launch in August.
In Truckee the ilot rogra ﬁrst went ublic in
ctober
and within the ﬁrst year and a half
Truckee locals found a rental option. The incentives
for homeowners have risen from a max of $3,000 to

NEVADA COUNTY
PLACER COUNTY

WASHOE
COUNTY

$10,000; in July,
this will jump
up to $18,000.
“Over time,
EL DORADO
what we’ve
M
COUNTY
done is increase
A
RT
the incentive
amounts and
added restrictions and compliance measures to make sure there’s
ﬁduciary easures of ublic funds said olin
Frolich, co-founder of Landing Locals.
In addition to the incentivized increase, minor
restructuring will take place in Truckee this summer,
such as seasonal (5 to 12 months) and long-term (12
onths or longer rental o tions. fter the ﬁrst year
which is the only ti e the ﬁnancial beneﬁt is offered
90% of homeowners continue to rent long-term.
Frolich added that jurisdictions nationwide are
intrigued because it’s an action that can happen
almost immediately, it still allows workforce housing projects to be constructed, and no new staff
is required to get the program started — Landing
Locals is simply hired by the jurisdiction.
~ AH

ES

World Cup Ski Racing Returns to
Palisades Tahoe
OLYMPIC VALLEY

E P TA H O
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All the news that ﬁts — from original reporting or press releases.
Submit your own to editors@moonshineink.com.
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BUSINESS BRIEFS

MOVING IN, MOVING ON, MOVING UP
Tahoe Fund Names Board Chair, Expands
Staff to Five
TAHOE CITY

The non roﬁt Tahoe und announced that founding board member Cory Ritchie has been named
as its new board chair. In addition, the organization
has added new ﬁre ower to its s all tea . aitlin
eyer oins as the Tahoe und s ﬁrst chief rogra
ofﬁcer and aroline ald an has been hired as its
communications and program director.
A member of the Tahoe Fund board and executive co
ittee since the non roﬁt s ince tion in
2010, Ritchie served as vice chair for two years.
During her tenure, she has been focused on the
completion of projects, like the acquisition of
Johnson Meadow, that preserve open space,
provide recreational access, and have high conservation value. She succeeds Allen Biaggi as board
chair, a role he held for two years. He will remain
on the Tahoe Fund Board of Directors.
Meyer joins from California Sen. Dianne
einstein s ofﬁce where she worked for over eight
years, most recently as a senior aide handling
forestry wildﬁre and water olicy. s chief rogra
ofﬁcer she will lead the Tahoe und s forest health
lake clarity, and transportation initiatives in collaboration with the board of directors and project
partners.
Prior to the Tahoe Fund, Waldman was the communications manager for United Way Worldwide,
handling outreach campaigns for education,
ﬁnancial stability and health rogra s. In her new
role as communications and program director, she
will manage the communications and outreach
initiatives of the organization
~ Tahoe Fund press release

Civil Air Patrol Cadets Have New Leader
TRUCKEE

The Truckee Tahoe Civil Air Patrol Cadet Squadron
has a new leader. Cadet 2nd Lt. Maile Giansiracusa
22
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took over command of the squadron from Cadet
Maj. Gerald Mon Pere.
At 14 years old, Giansiracusa is the youngest
Truckee uadron leader. he is the ﬁfth wo an
to hold this leadership position since the squadron
was chartered
years ago and the ﬁrst in
years.
Giansiracusa has demonstrated her superior
leadership skills. At the annual Nevada Wing
Conference, she was the master of ceremonies,
hosting the day’s events for 200 senior members
and cadets.
Giansiracusa was recently promoted to second
lieutenant. Other promotions include Sierra
Demarest, promoted to cadet/airman 1st class,
and Bryce Anderson, promoted to cadet/ master
sergeant.
~ Capt. Dan Beadle, Tahoe-Truckee Composite
Squadron of the Civil Air Patrol, Special to
Moonshine Ink

Chamber President and CEO Announces
Timeline for Retirement, Succession
TRUCKEE

After 20 years with the Truckee Chamber of
Commerce, President and CEO Lynn Saunders has
notiﬁed the board of directors of her intent to retire
at the end of 2022, initiating a succession and
transition process for the organization.
Some of Saunders’ proudest achievements
include leading the formation of the Truckee
Tourism Business Improvement District in 2015,
now Visit Truckee-Tahoe; being a founding partner
in the North Lake Tahoe-Truckee Leadership
Program; being an integral leader in the Truckee
Tomorrow initiative, which resulted in the Base
Camp for a Big Life brand; being part of the
Truckee Jobs Collective and laying the foundation
for future entrepreneurial initiatives; and being a
member of Good Morning Truckee, in its 12th year
as a popular community forum.
“The board of directors has established a

MOONSHINEINK.COM

CHANGE OF COMMAND: Cadet 2nd Lt. Maile Giansiracusa

center along with the ﬁrst wo en cadet co
anders sisters at
Northrop (right) and Kimberlei Northrop. Pat has been continuously
active in Civil Air Patrol for over 50 years. Kimberlei went on to
become a captain for a major airline. Courtesy photo

hiring committee and will begin the recruitment
and search rocess for a successor said i ee
Schaller, Truckee Chamber of Commerce Board
chair. “Because of her vast experience in the
chamber and the community, we will rely on Lynn’s
incisive guidance to ensure a s ooth transition.
or detailed ob descri tion ualiﬁcations core
responsibilities, and information on how to apply,
visit truckee.com.
~ Chamber press release
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Smart Tech Tamps Down Obstacles
to Forest wildfire Hardening

Vibrant Planet’s cloud-based software slated to shave
years, and dollars, off forest treatment planning
BY ALEX HOEFT
Moonshine Ink

T

he grinding gears of government work means projects
often take years from start to
finish. Consider the updating of
a jurisdiction’s master plan or
identifying an area in need of
forest treatment, such as thinning
and prescribed fires (p. 11). The
crossing of governmental t’s and
dotting of i’s is a thorough one.
But one issue is breathing hotly
down our necks, and time is not on
our side. The mantra of any western U.S. land manager these days
is to increase the pace and scale of
forest restoration amid the everclearer effects of climate change.
Vibrant Planet
is a Tahoe-based
and relatively new
public benefit
corporation that
provides a cloudbased fast track
for planners and
policy makers to
heed this call. The
company’s first
and only (thus far)
software, Land
Tender, analyzes
the resiliency
of California’s
landscapes, ranks
potential treatments for those
lands, takes into
account the priorities of agencies

with differing missions, and puts
together a cohesive plan.
An example: A watershed organization is focused on protecting a
river; a habitat-minded nonprofit
sees biodiversity as top of mind;
and a fire protection district
wants its community prepared for
wildfire — each of these groups
ranks its priorities across the same
acreage in Land Tender and can
view where the biggest bang for
one’s buck would be in planning
a project, focusing energies on
where all three groups’ priorities
overlap.
By restoring forests — improving
the health, regeneration, and ecological life among trees — nature
is better equipped against high-

intensity wildfires (and climate
change effects in general), food
security is enhanced, and water
and air quality boosted.
The seed for Vibrant Planet was
planted in 2018 when Allison
Wolff, a Silicon Valley veteran,
was working with a Tahoe area
family, also heralding from the
tech-startup industry, to develop
a philanthropy strategy. The
family was especially interested
in climate change solutions. With
the Shasta and Trinity counties’
Carr Fire fresh on everyone’s
mind, Wolff saw the connection
between climate change and these
high-intensity fires and the need
for effective land management to
abate the threat.

“I did a lot of observations to
really understand ethnographically
where technology can help,” Wolff
said. She’s one of Vibrant Planet’s
co-founders and an Incline Village
resident. “And that gave birth to
… our software platform for land
management and monitoring.”
The interface shows landscape
imagery (acquired through satellite and Lidar technology) with
the user able to toggle on and off
strategic areas, resources, and
assets (known as SARAs) such as
wildlife habitats, community structures, or vegetation stands. After a
user identifies and prioritizes the
SARAs, Land Tender normalizes
See FIRE

TECH p. 24

STREAMLINING THE
FUTURE: Allison Wolff
and Scott Conway are
the founders of Vibrant
lanet a ublic beneﬁt
corporation utilizing
cloud-based technology to
speed up and improve the
collaboration of treating
California’s forests and
wildlands. Photo courtesy
Vibrant Planet
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.
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NEWS
MAPPED OUT: This
screen capture of the Land
Tender operational system
displays various resources
and assets (with a color
key on the right) such as
primary structures, critical
access roads, aboveground water, animal and
plant communities, and
above-ground carbon in
the Truckee area, which
may be at risk due to
modeled disturbance such
as wildﬁre. The colu n on
the left provides users the
ability to weigh different
ob ectives. ourtesy
screenshot

FIRE TECH from p. 23

and generates the ecological benefit, risk, and avoided loss of the
SARAs, and suggests an appropriate treatment for that landscape.
These maps can be layered with
one another, yielding management scenarios across multiple
collaborators.
“Now you have this map and all of
a sudden you’re like, wow, we all
agree,” said Scott Conway, chief
resilience officer and the other cofounder of Vibrant Planet. Conway
was working as a district ranger
with the U.S. Forest Service’s
Truckee Ranger District up until
2019 before leaving to create his
own consulting group, then met
Wolff. “Even though we have very
different opinions, these areas
get us all what we want. So why

SIDESHOW
BOB’S
Window Cleaning
Since 2000

wouldn’t we go to action on these
areas now versus trying to figure
out complete consensus agreement
on everything?”
Vibrant Planet’s goal is for users
of the platform to create a plan
in six months as opposed to the
timeframe of many years that collaborative projects usually require.
(For example, the Sagehen Forest
Project north of Truckee took six
to eight years to get going.) After
any acreage is prioritized, Land
Tender shares a treatment plan
that displays the cost of the project
to address improving the point of
interest, the proposed remedy and
workforce capacity needed, the
value of carbon and water diversity, and more.
Rather than treating the most
amount of acreage possible,
regardless of how effective it will

be, collaborative planning through
Land Tender yields treatment of
quality acreage. A single acre could
cost just $2,000 to treat, but a
carefully vetted plan might yield
carbon benefits, improved water
quantity and quality, and increased
biodiversity. The forest becomes
more resilient, and a community
is protected. “It was only an acre,”
Conway said of the hypothetical
example, “but wow, what we got
out of that acre, now that is something to write home about — being
able to really shift the conversation
from acres treated to what you did
in that acre.”
In September of 2021, Vibrant
Planet announced its first project: Helping agencies around
the Tahoe Basin create a community wildfire protection plan
update across 500 square miles.

Expect Excellence
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Land Tender will assist in addressing not only Basin community
wildfire protection, Wolff said, but
also broader wildland resilience
around communities. Vibrant
Planet is currently wrapping up
its data curation for the Basin
project. The planning portion will
begin in the next couple months,
according to Wolff.

- Since 2000 -

Rooster
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Maintenance
• Landscaping
• Dump Runs
• Painting/Staining
• Window Cleaning

Residential &
Commercial

(530) 412-2703

Things started in
earnest in early
2022 once state
funding began
to appear. The
California Tahoe
Conservancy is
taking the lead,
utilizing funds from the Tahoe
Fund and the state department
of conservation to provide annual
licenses of Land Tender to 30
different agencies — fire districts,
forest service units, state parks,
the Tahoe Regional Planning
Agency, etc — for seven years.
The scenario-building work with
Land Tender is scheduled to take
place this fall and is expected to
last about two months.

530-608-9613
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NEWS
PRIORITIZED AND
PROJECTED: The Land
Tender operational system
dis lays ﬁve hy othetical
ro ects in the Truckee
area, with an approximate
cost of
illion. These
ﬁve ro ects were designed
rioriti ing wildﬁre risk
itigation and ecological
beneﬁts with ulti le
ob ectives such as assets
safety biodiversity carbon
and water. ourtesy
screenshot

The Truckee
River Watershed
Council is also
utilizing Land
Tender to create a
comprehensive fire
management plan
for the middle portion of the Truckee
River watershed,
benefitting the
City of Reno and
the Pyramid Lake
Paiute Tribe’s main water source. The council’s
management plan is currently being transferred
to the software platform to allow adaptive management and ongoing monitoring capabilities.

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

The Tahoe National Forest, too, is slated to
begin its own Land Tender plan this August,
developing a 10-year plan that’s due by the end
of September.
“Once we do a lot of mechanical thinning and
prescribed fire, we’re hoping that over time we

can closely manage with prescribed fire and
wildland fires — get that data so accurate that
we’re comfortable letting wildland fires run a
little bit as a regenerative course,” Wolff said.
“The way I describe us is an operating system
for forest restoration and finance.”

MOONSHINEINK.COM
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I am Woman, Hear Me Cry
16 years of being a woman

MY SHOT

By Callie Ross

I was walking to my car
after grabbing chicken and
eggs from Safeway when I
noticed a man staring at me
from his car parked next to
mine. I balled my hand into
a fist and shifted my car keys
in my hands so that they
could serve as a weapon. It
was dark and I felt an acute
panic.
When I finally got close
enough to unlock my car
he faced me, puffed out his
chest like an angry pigeon,
and without warning started
yelling at me. I was so
stunned that I didn’t initially
register what he was angry
about; I just knew the anger
was directed at me.

Finally, I realized why he was
screaming. It seems that in
my rush to get food and get
home I wasn’t careful about
my parking. I was inside the
lines, but I was to the right a
little more than I should have
been. This man had parked
inside the lines but a little to
the left. This meant he only
had a small gap to open his
car door.
“I’ve been waiting here for 10
minutes,” he hollered.
A blanket of fear coated my
lips and tongue, paralyzing
my voice.
“Did you even f*cking
think?” I stopped walking
and stared at him.
“Pull this sh*t out,” he
screamed.
I got in my car as fast as I
could, but I could still hear
him yelling.

OBITUARY

B

orn at home on Nov, 11, 1951,
in Anápolis, Goias, Brazil,
Lenise was the middle child of
nine siblings with four brothers
and four sisters. Her childhood,
spent between a bustling town
in central Brazil and her family’s
farm, was ripe with games and
mischief. At the age of 15, she
and one of her sisters were sent to
live for one year with an uncle in
Massachusetts so they could learn
English. Lenise was an artistic
young person who enjoyed drawing and oil painting. She decided
to continue developing these
skills by studying architecture at
Universidade de Brasilia. After
receiving her degree, she left Brazil
to travel through Europe and
the United States and eventually
settled in Lake Tahoe, where she
made her home for over 40 years.
Survived by her daughters Lissa
and Vanessa, adopted son Kyle,
newborn grandson James, and her
beloved cats, Maple and Luigi, she
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“What the f*ck is wrong with
you? Next time use your
head.” He slapped the side of
my car as I backed out, and a
chill ran through me.
Once I was far enough away
I started to cry. I felt so
pathetic. I wanted to stick
up for myself, I wanted to
explain that if he had asked
nicely I would have apologized and he could have gone
home without screaming at a
16-year-old girl. I wanted to
know if he felt his behavior
was acceptable. Was this how
he would want his sisters or
daughters or friends to be
treated?
I shared my experience
when I got home and realized that for the men of my
family it was hard for them
to fathom. I realized they
would never understand
the things that I and other
women have experienced:
Grown men asking you to

roll down your window so
they can “see how pretty
you are,” having to come up
with ways to say no to a guy
so he doesn’t get mad, or
shading your face when you
hear catcalling. And they will
never understand the feeling
you get when a random man
tells you to “use your head”
when you parked exactly as
he did. As a woman, there
is a vulnerability that makes
these situations feel that
much scarier.

As she pulled away they told
her not to leave and one of
the men said, “Let’s follow
her.”

Kaya Marchell, a 16-year-old
sophomore and friend, shared
a similar experience with me.
She was at a gas station late
at night when a car of eight
guys in their 20s pulled up.
They started whistling and
hollering at her, and asked
her to come over to their car.

These scenarios might not
have ended in harm, but when
one in every six women are
sexually assaulted in their
lifetimes, our fears are not
irrational. Until that number
dissipates, we have to keep
teaching women to protect
themselves — and continue to
raise men who respect women.

”I immediately felt uncomfortable so I got in my car
and drove away,” she said. “I
didn’t get gas.”

“This is when I start to really
freak out,” Marchell said. “I
sped up and cut in front of
a car. Thankfully they didn’t
try to catch up, but I started
crying my eyes out.”
That experience scared her so
badly that she is now fearful
whenever she goes to a gas
station, day or night.

~ Callie Ross is finishing
up her junior year at Tahoe
Expedition Academy.

Lenise Candiotto Guimarães
Nov. 11,1951 – May 6, 2022

is grievously missed as a loving,
generous, dedicated, and sometimes fierce mother who was the
foundation and greatest support
for her children. She was also the
favorite aunt of many of her nieces
and nephews, 17 of whom came
from Brazil to live with her and her
then-husband Dennis, each spending a year to learn English and
attend Truckee schools.
She and Dennis were partners
in business and worked together
designing and engineering homes
in the Truckee/Tahoe area for over
30 years. Lenise has designed many
hundreds of houses and buildings
in the area. She said that she would
pray for divine guidance to help her
create the best house possible for
each client she worked with. In the
later years of her career, she was
able to complete over 20 mountain
modern designs, breaking from the
traditional Tahoe cabin style to a
genre that she personally preferred.
These projects were very satisfying
MOONSHINEINK.COM

for her. Although she completed
a course in AutoCAD in the ’80s,
she refused to use the computer,
drafting everything by hand until
her very last project in 2021.
Lenise was a deeply spiritual person. She was modest and generous
and opened her home and heart
to many people. She loved hiking
and camping, often finding solace
in the beauty of nature. She had an
adventurous spirit and traveled to
many places within the U.S. and
abroad. Before her illness began
in 2019, she practiced yoga and
impressed all when doing headstands and other difficult poses.
She watched many sunsets and
enjoyed many desserts. Her greatest joys came from witnessing the
accomplishments of her children.
Lenise passed away peacefully at
home after an impressive battle
with leukemia. She was fondly
called the ‘miracle lady’ by doctors
and staff at Stanford and Tahoe

Forest hospitals for her ability
to rebound all prognoses, a true
testament to her personal strength
and resilience. She will be dearly
missed by her family, friends, and
community. Vai com Deus! Go with
God!
~ Lissa Dodds, Special to Moonshine
Ink
TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER

Help us protect our serene outdoor
environment – it’s why people visit, it’s
why people live here, it’s why people fly
here.

Truckee Tahoe Airport works diligently to be a good
neighbor and partner with our growing community.

The Airport Board of Directors and staff
are engaging with our community on new
programs such as:
• Implementing greenhouse gas
reduction programs in our skies and
on the ground.
• Developing new flight procedures to
mitigate aircraft noise and annoyance.
• Partnering with local agencies to
tackle regional issues like workforce
housing, transportation, wildfire
prevention and tourism.
• Exploring ways to enhance our
Airport’s connection with the
community and airport users.
Learn how visitors, community members,
pilots and passengers are working
together to keep the Truckee/North Tahoe
area an amazing place!
www.TruckeeTahoeAirport.com
Connected by More than a Runway

Photo: Tom Lippert; Pilot: Laurel Lippert

Tourism is foundational to the
fabric of our community and
economic vitality. This requires
an artful balance for both
residents and visitors to ensure
quality of life and authentic
experiences for everyone.
Visit Truckee-Tahoe's
"Sustainable Truckee" initiative
funds partners and programs
that protect our environment,
support community core
values and manage growth.
Learn about our work since
2020 and plans for 2022-2023.

VisitTruckeeTahoe.com/Stewardship

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.
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Clarifying Nevada County’s Plans for Hirschdale
types including federal, state,
county, city, town, and others
(i.e. park districts, Nevada
Irrigation District, etc.), and
facilitation of joint solutions
has been challenging.

MY SHOT

By Trisha Tillotson

In reading a follow up opinion
essay from Larry Andresen,
titled Fish and Wildlife Property
Provides Idyllic Solution for
Public Access, Recreational Use
of Truckee River in Hirschdale
Area and published on May 12,
I’d like to provide the following
clarifications:
1. While Nevada County
currently does not operate or
manage recreational programs/
facilities, the Nevada County
Board of Supervisors has
recognized the need for more
involvement due to increased
recreational needs and uses
throughout Nevada County.
Hirschdale is one area that
has also seen its fair share
of increased recreational
use in recent years. As such,
the Hirschdale Stakeholder
Working Group was convened
consisting of volunteer
property owners immediately
adjacent to Hirschdale Road
as well as fly fishing, rafting,
and trail representatives who
frequent the area. This group
was convened in late 2021/
early 2022 to brainstorm
short-term and long-term
recreational recommendations for consideration in the
Hirschdale area and to inform
a more comprehensive community process. In February
2022, the board of supervisors
adopted recreation as a board
objective and identified the
need to develop a Recreation
and Resiliency Master Plan.
The development of the plan,
which is anticipated to start
this fall, will include numerous
opportunities for stakeholder
input and will clarify Nevada
County’s role in recreation.
This clarification is especially
needed because outdoor
recreation in the county often
involves numerous public land
28
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2. As part of the necessary
replacement of the aging
Hirschdale Road bridge over
the Truckee River, access to the
river must be considered per
California Streets and Highway
Code Section 991, which
states, “Before any bridge on a
county highway is constructed
over any navigable river, the
board of supervisors, after a
study and public hearing on
the question, shall determine
and shall prepare a report on
the feasibility of providing
public access to the river for
recreational purposes and a
determination as to whether
such public access shall be
provided.” Although the
Truckee River is not considered
navigable by the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, recreationalists and residents have
stated in recent meetings that
rafters and fishing enthusiasts
do navigate the waterway and
currently access the Truckee
River at the bridge. As such
and as required, the county
is preparing an analysis of
providing public access at the
Hirschdale Road bridge over
the Truckee River, and while
the bridge reconstruction is
tentatively slated for summer
2023, it is important to ensure
that the environmental review
and design follow all state and
federal requirements.

County, partnerships and
future maintenance responsibilities determined, and resources
identified and allocated for
the necessary environmental
review, design, and construction of any improvements. The
preparation of a Recreation
and Resiliency Master Plan,
as mentioned above, is the
first step toward identifying
long-term solutions and starting this process. Public input
opportunities will be advertised
soon, and your participation is
encouraged and welcomed.
4. Nevada County currently
maintains 563 miles of public
roads with gas tax funds, of
which the purchasing power
continues to decline. As such,
the county must protect the
limited road maintenance funds
from being over-extended and
therefore rarely adds roads
to the County-Maintained
Mileage List. In fact, the
county’s public/private road
policy requires the maintenance of most new roads to
be funded by an assessment
paid for by the benefactors.
For example, a new housing or
commercial subdivision in the
county would be conditioned to
form a permanent road division
(PRD), which would apply
assessments on the tax roll to

collect funds for road maintenance rather than use public
funds to maintain a road that is
only used by those benefitting
from the road. As such, while
some neighborhoods would
like the county to take over
maintenance of their roads,
there is no funding available to
do that without the formation
of a PRD and the roadway
meeting minimum county
standards. Also, it should be
noted that the addition of a
road to the county-maintained
mileage system can be very
costly, especially in higher
elevations where snow removal
is required. Any roads added
should serve the greater public
good, of which many low traffic
volume roads do not, especially
if they do not serve as a
thoroughfare.
5. Public access is allowed on
all public roads (residential or
other, maintained or not) and
on the Truckee River. While
California law can be complicated, the California State
Lands Commission website
includes a link to a legal guide
to the public’s rights to access
and use California’s navigable
waters. The following excerpt
summarizes basic access rights:
“California’s enacted laws and
judicial decisions establish

public rights to access and use
the state’s navigable waters.
Under these laws, the public
is entitled to access and enjoy
all state waters ‘capable of
being navigated by oar or
motor-propelled small craft.’
Owners of lands underlying or
adjacent to navigable waters
are prohibited from interfering
with the public’s right to use
such waters.”
While the Community
Development Agency of
Nevada County prepares to
issue a request for proposals for a Recreation and
Resiliency Master Plan, we
invite interested residents and
stakeholders to sign up for notifications and updates, including
public comment opportunities
for the master plan, to stay up
to date on recreational issues in
Nevada County at nevadacountyca.gov/3476/recreation.
~ Trisha Tillotson is the community development agency director
for Nevada County (and current
interim public works director).
The CDA consists of the following five departments: agriculture,
building (including the code/
cannabis compliance division),
environmental health, planning
and public works (including
engineering, fleet, roads, solid
waste, transit, and wastewater).

3. The future of recreation
in the Hirschdale area is
important and the California
Fish and Wildlife property
at 11308 Iceland Rd. should
be considered for any future
recreational use. However,
there are currently challenges
with accessing the property. In
addition, the neighborhood as
well as recreationalists need
to have an opportunity to be
involved in the planning of any
improvements in the area and
issues such as traffic, trash,
sanitation, and parking need
to be evaluated. Meanwhile,
recreational needs must be
prioritized throughout Nevada
MOONSHINEINK.COM
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I Will Not Sit Idly By

MY SHOT

By Melissa Siig

Like most of this country, I am
reeling from the mass shooting
at Robb Elementary School in
Ulvade, Texas, that left 19 innocent school children and two
teachers dead. I am also reeling
from the leaked Supreme Court
draft ruling overturning Roe v.
Wade. These two events have
left me feeling extremely angry,
sad, and confused. When a
country wants to take away a
woman’s right to control her
own body yet refuses to take
measures to protect its own
children, what kind of society
are we?
For my entire life, I have known
the right to a safe abortion as
law. Now, the Supreme Court
may move women backward
half a century despite the fact
that the majority of Americans
support the right to abortion.
A Pew Research Center poll
found that 61% of Americans
say abortion should be legal or
mostly legal. Why do we want
to be in the same league as
less developed countries like
Iraq, Mauritania, Honduras,
and Nicaragua, which have
banned abortion? Even Ireland,
a deeply Catholic country,
repealed its ban in 2018.
The repeal of Roe v. Wade
would essentially reduce
women to no more than their
reproductive organs. If this
opinion were to pass, the U.S.
government would be telling
women essentially that their
lives do not matter, that their
hopes and dreams and goals
are irrelevant, that their value
in this world is only as a vessel
for delivering children. Women
have more worth than simply
having their wombs.
Let me tell you about three
women I know who have had
abortions. One was married
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

with two kids and found out
she was pregnant during the
2009 Great Recession, and her
family could not afford another
child; another woman found
out her unborn baby, whom she
very much wanted, had severe
deformities and would not survive outside the womb; another
got pregnant when she was
a 19-year-old college student
with big career aspirations, and
a baby would have completely
derailed her life plans. Who has
the right to tell these women
that what they did is wrong?

OPINION

matic active shooting drills so
people can keep their precious
guns. I have very little power at
this moment, but I do have the
power to write and to vote and
to donate. Please join me.

~ Melissa Siig is the mother
of a middle schooler and two
high school students. A former
Moonshine Ink editor and
reporter, she is now a frequent
contributor.

Moonshine Ink’s Opinion section
is a platform for our readers to share their
viewpoints on important issues or react to Ink
reporting. We believe open dialogue is critical for
civil discourse and democracy, thus submissions
are greatly encouraged (email editors@moonshineink.com). At times, staff will solicit opinion
pieces on particular topics.
Opinion pieces are fact-checked and edited for
style and clarity. The author’s opinion is their
own and does not necessarily reflect the stance of
Moonshine or its staff.

And yet, the same people who
tell women they should not
have control over their reproductive lives are also telling the
country that children massacred
in their school room are a small
price to pay for the right to
bear arms, that senior citizens
getting shot up while perusing
apples in the produce aisle is
justifiable as long as Americans
can keep their 400 million
firearms (that is more guns
than citizens), including 20
million assault rifles, weapons
of war that have no business in
private hands. And don’t feed
me that line that gun violence in
America is really about mental
health. Every country in the
world deals with mental health
problems, and yet none see the
level of mass shootings that
America does. The U.S. has
had more mass shootings than
any other country in the world;
since 2009, there have been
274 mass shootings in America.
And yet we do nothing.
Canada, Australia, and the
U.K. all took sensible, decisive
actions after mass shootings,
like banning assault weapons,
requiring background checks
and a waiting period to buy
guns, and instituting a gun
amnesty program. These
countries have seen little to no
mass shootings since.
I refuse to sit back and accept
that our country is willing to
sacrifice its children to the altar
of the Second Amendment and
its women to a culture war that
is designed to control them. I
refuse to accept that it’s okay
for my children to go to school
in fear and have to endure trauMOONSHINEINK.COM
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READERS
REFLECT
Submit letters to editors@
moonshineink.com

In response to the May 2022
edition

Color for Spring
I loved the color in the last
issue! It seemed perfect for
spring and to lift spirits.
~ Michael Murphy, Truckee,
letter
In response to Bustle About the
Ballot Box

Lies From the Left
I enjoyed and agree with
your article about journalistic
integrity about the ski resort
[story], and that was not right
for other publications to not
give you credit. But Alex
Hoeft’s article shows your
usual leftist bias, which is why
I usually do not pick up your
publication (although you cover
a lot of good things going on).
Alex starts out leading people
to believe there was no fraud,
but most people who have
open minds have seen fraud of
unimaginable proportions right
in front of their eyes, with the
Dominion machines, people
getting to the polls to find out
they had already voted, dead

SOLUTIONS TO
P U Z Z L E PA G E , P. 5 0

SUDOKU

people voting, etc. No matching
signatures. Envelopes with
signatures separated, missing.
The left has bought off many
judges who will continue rulings
that most know ahead of time
will be against the truth. With
the 2000 Mules movie, more
and more people are seeing the
truth (I urge you to use this link
and watch it: bit.ly/3LMe0bD).
The trouble is, most leftists
will not search out the truth,
probably will not see it.
~ Jane Barnhart, Incline Village, letter
Editor’s note: Dominion Voting
Systems has filed defamation
lawsuits against multiple
conservative television networks
and individuals for claiming the
voting machine company rigged
its machines during the 2020
U.S. presidential election.
The cases are ongoing.
In response to A Shooting Star in
the Sierra

Plane Remains
Thanks for the fascinating
story and sad lesson that fake
news could do just as much
damage in the ‘50s as it does
now. Thirty-five years ago I was
hiking from Carson Pass to
Echo Summit and went off trail
a little bit from Showers Lake.
There, in the thick timber, were
the pieces of a downed aircraft.
I don’t remember much more,
but being young and stoned I
didn’t report it, let alone record
the tail number. I hope the pilot
survived somehow.
~ David Fenimore, Reno, letter
In response to In Other Words …

Moonshine IS
Tahoe Media

CROSSWORD
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Julianna Demarest’s recent
piece in Moonshine Ink on the
breaking of the Homewood
privatization, written by Melissa
Siig, is right on.
I too was extremely annoyed
at seeing the story in other
media with vague (“as reported
in Tahoe media”) or zero
attribution to Moonshine Ink.
I found myself speaking aloud
as I read the non-credited, reMOONSHINEINK.COM

published articles saying, “Hey,
that was Moonshine’s story!”
In the decade plus since its
inception, MI has always been
at the forefront of in-depth,
investigative reporting on
subjects vital to our community.
In my 46-year residence here,
I have seen no other local or
regional media that has dedicated the time or had the skill
and integrity to shine a light on
so many issues that have serious
effects on all of us here in the
Tahoe/Truckee community.
Having been an investigative
broadcast journalist in the
New York metro area during
the Vietnam and Civil Rights
eras, I am acutely aware of
the challenges and obstacles
presented when doing deep
dives into often-controversial
topics. Delving into government
or corporate affairs too often is
met with tight lips or confidentiality responses. These are tough
eggs to crack.
Over the years, the talented
staff at MI, including Melissa
Siig, Laura Read, Alex Hoeft,
David Bunker, and so many
other professional journalists
have uncovered and reported
on subjects untouched by other
area news publications.
We are indeed fortunate to
have a publication of this quality and high standards here in
our community. Moonshine Ink
deserves our appreciation, our
praise, and our support.
~ Ed Miller, Tahoma, letter
In response to news brief titled
Tourism Cares Meaningful
Travel Summit Comes to
North Lake Tahoe

Let the Lake Win
The people have spoken and we
are listening!
After attending the first four
destination stewardship public
workshops, it was very clear the
number one stewardship goal
for Tahoe’s residents is … lake
preservation (a shared vision)!
If you have lived here a
while you know this is not
the first such attempt. Other
well-meaning efforts to create a
community-influenced destina-

tion and prosperity-for-all
sustainability plan begin with
public discussions on what
we want and how we like our
tourists, and end with a report
of helpful suggestions.
There has been some
stewardship-focused adoption
recently on Tahoe’s visitor sites,
and the support of microtransit
with Transient Occupancy Tax
funds is great. However, deeper,
long-standing challenges keep
destination marketing organizations from fully promoting a
visitor menu of activities conducive to protecting the lake. The
increase in short-term rental
lodging without an onsite host
(like a hotel without a manager)
compounds the pressures of
how the mix of public and
private interests surrounding
the lake and controlling access
and activities to this national
treasure have different goals.
Yet the lake has a wealth of
local stewards and stewardship
guidelines:
1. Tahoe-Truckee locals living
green every day
2. Nonprofits whose stewardship helps sustain or
enhance the watershed
3. Sixty years of lake science
4. Washoe people who for
10,000 years left no trace
5. Sustain Tahoe’s collaborative
solutions and responsible
travel demonstrations
6. The nine federally mandated
thresholds

All demonstrating lead-byexample actions and clarity
instructions that can define
which visitor activities are
acceptable in the Basin, and
which are not.
It might be helpful to enroll
some of these local groups
along with a boots-on-theground stewardship team to
co-create and implement a
viable stewardship plan at
the start of this Lake Tahoe
Destination Stewardship Plan
effort. Once trained, ensure
this team is supported and
paid, especially since our
experts will be leaving at the
end of their contract. Federal
and state funding is available
to help manage a stewardship
plan that follows mandates for
a national treasure.
Let the games begin and this
time let’s ensure the lake wins!
~ Jacquie Chandler, Incline
Village, letter

CORRECTION
In the March edition article,
Homewood Switches Gears,
the percentage decline of
skier passholder sales was
calculated incorrectly by
Moonshine Ink. It should have
read 36%.
Also, the reduction in units for
the resort’s development plan
was reported to Moonshine
Ink incorrectly; it should have
read 17%. We regret the
errors. The story has been
updated online.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

“DOGS ARE OUR LINK TO

PARADISE. THEY DON’T
KNOW EVIL OR JEALOUSY OR
DISCONTENT. TO SIT WITH
A DOG ON A HILLSIDE ON A
GLORIOUS AFTERNOON IS
TO BE BACK IN EDEN, WHERE
DOING NOTHING WAS NOT
BORING — IT WAS PEACE”

~ MILAN KUNDERA
TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER

PREPARE FOR
WILDFIRE NOW!

Wildfires continue to get larger, faster and more destructive. With funding
from Measure T, the Truckee Fire Protection District (TFPD) is proactively
working on fire prevention and mitigation efforts to keep the Truckee and
Donner Summit communities safe.
What can you do to prepare for wildfire?
n Create Defensible Space around your home
n Sign-up for green waste disposal programs
n Harden your home to resist ember ignition
n Prepare your family for wildfire season
n Learn more at ReadyForWildfire.org
For more information, please scan the QR code
or visit www.truckeefire.org/wildfireprevention.

STAY CONNECTED
truckeefire.org

(530) 582-7888

/TruckeeFire

&

@TruckeeFire

TFPD Programs
TO REDUCE THE RISK OF WILDFIRE
FREE and Affordable Green Waste Disposal Programs
TFPD is providing 3 options for residential properties to
dispose of green waste, this spring, summer and fall, including
FREE curbside green waste pick-up & haul away, FREE
curbside green waste chipping and a 6-yard green waste
dumpster rental $75 rebate. For more information, and to
sign-up, visit www.truckeefire.org/greenwaste

FREE Defensible Space Inspections
and Home Hardening Education
Create defensible space now by removing vegetation close
to the house and removing any dead trees, brush and grass.
Go to ReadyforWildfire.org for more information. Truckee
Fire defensible space inspectors are available to provide FREE
property inspections. TFPD is working with FireAside, and is
using the newest technology to complete and communicate
about defensible space and home hardening inspections.
For more information, and to schedule an inspection, visit
www.truckeefire.org/dspace

Large Land Forestry and Fuels Reduction Projects
TFPD will be updating the Community Wildfire Protection Plan
that identifies larger properties in the District that are in need
of fuels reduction and is in the process of completing about $3
million in grant-funded work that will allow for a transition to
the next forestry projects. Reducing fire fuels on larger pieces
of land in and around neighborhoods will reduce fire intensity
and make a healthier more sustainable forest.

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.
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n the month of May, the number of single-family homes sold in the Tahoe Sierra MLS area increased by Brought to you by
19% compared to the previous month. Active listings climbed 75%, marking the start of our unofficial
“real estate season.” Truckee saw a 92% jump in active listings and Incline Village and Crystal Bay went up
by 84%. The average days on market for a listing in the Tahoe Sierra MLS was 25 days, a 47% rise from the
17 days on market we saw in April. As available inventory increases, offering buyers more options, we may
expect to see median prices begin to flatten.
~ Dietz Group at Tahoe Luxury Properties

KEY

Data taken from the Tahoe Sierra MLS and Incline
Village MLS for single-family homes as of June 1
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What do burn bans mean for your summer cookout?

SPACE IT UP
BY JULIANA DEMAREST
Moonshine Ink

B

y now it shouldn’t be a
secret that every summer, the onset of wildfire
season brings with it a ban
on campfires and openflame cooking. Yet each
summer, the local social
media pages are abuzz with
folks looking for clarification on what they can and
can’t do when it comes to
outdoor cooking. While Cal
Fire implements a seasonal
ban for all outdoor burning, it does not pertain to
campfires or grilling.
“Banning campfires and
charcoal barbecues is a
decision made by local
districts,” said Truckee
Fire Chief Bill Seline.
“Currently, all of the
local fire districts in our
area that I know of ban
campfires and charcoal
barbecues during the Cal
Fire burn ban time period,
and have for years now.”
When local campfire bans
throughout the region go
into effect, as they now
are, also prohibited is the
use of any organic fuelpowered outdoor cooking
equipment. This includes
charcoal grills (including
ceramic models such
as the Big Green Egg),
wood-powered smokers,
and things like mesquite
wood shavings that give an
extra flavor boost to your
grilled foods. Grills and fire
pits powered by propane
and natural gas, as well as
pellet-driven devices, are
still permitted.
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

“The problem with charcoal
is the hot coals that are
often left after grilling,”
Seline explained. “In many
cases, we find that people
like to clean up their grills
by dumping out their ashes.
The proper way to do this
is to put the ashes in a steel
container. Unfortunately,
some people are not aware
or are lazy or in a hurry, and
the ashes end up in a pile
in the backyard or even in
some cases a paper bag.”
Pellet machines, however,
burn all the material to a
fine dust which doesn’t
retain heat, thus making
them a safer option.
“The danger is that these
ashes can stay hot for days,”
Seline said of remnants left
behind by charcoal. “All it
takes is a drop in humidity,
a rise in temperatures, and a
bit of wind to start a fire.”

It is a scenario, Seline
noted, that is all-too
common in mountain fire
districts each summer and
the reason why there has
been consistent implementation of gas-only
messages and ordinances.
“Depending on the level
of fire restrictions, even
natural gas and propane
gas grills can be prohibited,” said Jennifer
Donohue, fire marshal
for North Lake Tahoe
Fire Prevention District.
“Late last year, during
the Caldor event, all
open flame devices were
prohibited.”

grilling/improperly-disposed-of-charcoal-caused
fires,” she wrote in an
email to Moonshine Ink.
“That department did
not impose any such
restrictions; therefore,
anecdotally, an assumption could be made that
restrictions are effective.”

BURNED OUT: “Angora in South Lake Tahoe

looks like anywhere Truckee,” says Truckee
Fire Chief Bill Seline. It was there, in 2007,
that an illegal unattended ca ﬁre esca ed
its ring on a hot afternoon and burned down
over 250 homes. “This could happen here and
be the next Dixie, Caldor, Tamarack, North,
or eckwourth ﬁre all of which ha ened
in the last few years near Truckee … burning
an un recedented a ount of forest and
structures.” Courtesy photo

Open-flame devices such
as tiki torches and all fireworks, including sparklers
and firecrackers, are illegal
in California year-round.
During red flag warning
days, even propane or

natural gas grills, smokers,
and fire pits are banned.
“We typically have about
10 red flag events a year,
and these are the days a fire
would quickly get out of
control beyond our ability
to control it,” said Truckee’s
Seline, adding that last year
saw a total of 15 red flag
days.
From 2016 through 2018,
before the implementation
of its 2019 campfire ban,
Truckee Fire responded to
11,12, and 15 fires, respectively. “After the first year,
we only had three escapes,”
Seline said. “We believe the
ban worked.”
While Donohue has not witnessed any recent instances
of fires that were the result
of escaped campfires or
grilling gone wrong during
her tenure as NLTFPD fire
marshal, it is something she
has seen plenty of times
before.

WHAT’S THE WORD? ocal ﬁre ofﬁcials work hard to educate the ublic about
wildﬁre safety. hile the yer ictured above was circulated during a revious
wildﬁre season the overall essage re ains the sa e. ourtesy gra hic

“I previously worked for
18 years for another local
fire department, and I can
assure you that I investigated numerous barbecue/
MOONSHINEINK.COM

Part of the confusion
stems from the fact that
locally enacted burn
bans have not applied to
established campgrounds,
which typically have
designated campfire rings.
A new bill before the
California Senate, however, is seeking to change
that.
“[SB 1012 is] bipartisan
legislation introduced this
year to require state parks
to follow and enforce local
fire restrictions,” North
Tahoe Fire Protection
District public information
officer Erin Holland told
Moonshine. “Currently,
U.S. Forest Service and
California State Parks are
not required to follow local
fire restrictions, which can
increase confusion on the
issue.”
The new legislation would
require that units of the
state park system follow
and enforce rules pertaining
to open fires that are at
least as restrictive as the
rules adopted by a local fire
department or a fire protection district. If a unit of the
state park system is located
within the boundaries of
both a local fire department and a fire protection
district, the unit shall follow
and enforce the open fire
rules that are the more
restrictive of the two. As of
press time, the bill was still
going through the senate
process.
9 JUNE – 13 JULY 2022
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Is Your Home
Wildfire Hardened?
State’s new program helps cut
homeowners policy costs

BY JULIANA DEMAREST
Moonshine Ink

T

he number of homeowners dropped from their
insurance policies each year
accounts for less than 3% of
all California policyholders.
Yet if you’re one of the unfortunate souls
who receives that dreaded notice of nonrenewal in the mail, the low percentage
is not much consolation. In the Tahoe/
Truckee area, that percentage is likely
much higher due to most homes’ proximity to the urban-wilderness interface.
“Daily we are inundated with people calling us [because] their insurer is canceling
them. Very sad and unfortunate times,”
Truckee State Farm Insurance agent
Roxanne Duffield told Moonshine Ink.
“We obviously can’t take them all, as
market penetration is Insurance 101,
[a single company] can’t insure all the
homes on the block. We have a tool that
determines, modeled on State Farm’s
parameters, if that location is, or is
not, in a High Wildfire area. And, no,
everyone is not. We do write homeowners policies.”
According to the California Department
of Insurance, 212,727 policy holders
in the state saw their homeowner
policies not renewed by their insurance
companies in 2020. In the Moonshine Ink
coverage area, the breakdown is 4,908
in El Dorado County, 3,224 in Nevada
County, and 4,791 in Placer County.
“Since we are not dropping our valued
policyholders, we do not have stats on
how many have been canceled, nor have

TRUCKEE-TAHOE
TRAVEL ALERT

Weather * News * Events * Sustainability
VisitTruckeeTahoe.com/travelalert
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I ever been sent countywide
numbers on how many,” Duffield
said. “But I know it’s staggering.
That is the subject everyone is
talking about all over town.”
The overall statewide number was
a 10% drop from the previous
year, when 235,597 homeowners were
dropped by their insurance companies.
This hints at the possibility that progress
is being made when it comes to helping
homeowners keep their policies in place
even following increasingly devastating
wildfire seasons.
While she can only speak to her
company, Duffield said, “State Farm
never has, and assures us they never
will, outright cancel someone because
they are in a High Wildfire area! We do
reinspect properties we currently insure.
At that time, if mitigation is needed per
the attached Cal Fire guidelines, we give
them more than a year to comply. On a
rare occasion someone does not do what
is needed to protect their home and keep
their insurance.”
Earlier this year, Gov. Gavin Newsom
joined with California Insurance
Commissioner Ricardo Lara to
announce Safer from Wildfires, a new
insurance framework that incorporates
wildfire safety measures to help save
lives while making homes and businesses
more resilient. Safer from Wildfires is
an interagency partnership between the
insurance commissioner and the governor’s emergency response and readiness
agencies with the goal of protecting
lives, homes, and businesses by reducing
wildfire risk. Safer from Wildfires is

GRIM OUTLOOK: There are above nor al chances for signiﬁcant wildﬁre otential in orthern
alifornia including the Tahoe Truckee region for the onth of une according to this
ational Interagency ire enter s redictive ervices. ourtesy gra hics

similar to Cal Fire’s longstanding Ready
for Wildfire campaign, which educates
homeowners on how to harden their
homes against wildfire through adequate
defensible space and other measures
homeowners can take to protect their
homes before fire strikes.
“I am using every tool available to protect Californians while reducing the risk
of wildfires,” Lara said in the February
announcement. “Making homes and
businesses safer from wildfires protects
all Californians, saving lives, reducing
losses, and making insurance more
available and affordable for all.”
The idea is to pursue “a comprehensive
strategy to safeguard insurance for consumers through risk reduction, stronger
consumer protections, and improvements to the FAIR Plan, California’s
insurance safety net.”
In conjunction with Safer from Wildfires,
the commissioner is working to increase

Rpect Protect
MOONSHINEINK.COM

a fro

the

wildfire safety insurance incentives for
consumers. According to the California
Department of Insurance, currently
13 insurance companies (representing
40% of the insurance marketplace) offer
discounts for safer homes and communities, with additional companies looking
to follow suit.
With its “ground up” approach, Safer
from Wildfires is a tri-layered methodology in preventing wildfires from catching
and spreading to other homes and
businesses in the neighborhood. First
comes the structure, then immediate
surroundings, and third, the community.
In protecting the first step – the structure – homeowners can do things like
install a Class A fire-rated roof, upgrade
to double-paned windows, and ensure
eaves are enclosed. Jumping to the third
step – community – refers to knowing
whether you live in a designated Firewise
Community. Under the National Fire
Protection Agency’s Firewise USA

Learn Care Enjoy
TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
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EASY AS 1, 2, 3: California’s new Safer from

ildﬁres rogra is a three-ste fra ework
ho eowners can follow to hel cut insurance rates
and ossibly revent the fro getting dro ed by
insurance co anies due to wildﬁre risk.

complying with defensible space requirements like trimming trees and removing
brush and debris from the yard. This is
particularly important as drought conditions are expected to continue.

program, this designation verifies that
a community has complied with a set
of voluntary criteria on an annual basis.
Should the community retain an “In
Good Standing Status” rating, it may

identify itself as being a Firewise Site, for
which many insurance companies offer
discounted rates.
Between structure and community lies the

crucial task of protecting the immediate
surroundings. This means not having
other combustible structures within 30
feet of the main structure, clearing debris
and vegetation from beneath decks, and

“The California drought monitor shows
we are still in a drought. These persistent
dry conditions are continuing to dry the
fuels including the big 1,000-hour fuels,
[3- to 8-inch diameter trees,] that can
lead to catastrophic fires in our area,”
Truckee Fire Chief wrote in an email to
Moonshine Ink, referencing the system
used to measure moisture content in dead
fuels. “The National Predictive Services is
predicting a higher-than-average likelihood
of a devastating fire in our area starting in
June. Everyone needs to do their part to
protect our area, starting with removing
dead and dry fuels to create defensible
space. Go to truckeefire.org to take
advantage of free green waste disposal and
be extremely careful with anything that
could create a spark this fire season.”
Find a list of insurance agencies offering
discounts for fire-hardened homes and
communities at insurance.ca.gov.

Personal Growth • Spirituality • Community
LIBRARY • BOOKSTORE
GIFTS • ART
Open Tuesday-Saturday 12-5pm
SPIRITUAL RESOURCE CENTER

CLASSES • EVENTS
WORKSHOPS
View Our Calender at
www.goodnesssake.org

10157 Donner Pass Road, Truckee, CA 96161
530-550-8981 | www.goodnesssake.org
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.
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PERMANENT MAKE-UP WITH MELODY

BEFORE

AFTER

(530) 587-6263 (MANE)
10466 DONNER PASS RD., TRUCKEE, CA
www.maneattractiontruckee.com

Cut through the

Moonshine Ink E-News
delivers community
stories that you
want to read.
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e delig
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you ESTATE
and discuss
Real Estate
REAL
ADVENTURE

Sign up: moonshineink.com/enews

christyhill.com

EARTH TO TABLE
BE KIND | BE CALM | BE HELPFUL

115 Grove St., Tahoe City CA 530 -583- 8551
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Be dtime Banter
uiet the min or etter sleep

notice where there are pockets of
tension. Feel your physical body
respond to these thoughts and
exhale slowly and deeply out of
your mouth to release the charge.
Continue doing this until you feel
your energy clear.
Now scan your day again, this time
noticing the places of lightness —
where you had a good laugh, felt
accomplished, satisfied, grateful,
loved. Notice how you feel when
you tune into these aspects of your
day. Flood your body with all of
these good feelings by inhaling

deeply and allowing the lightness to
spread throughout your body.
One of the most effective times to
recalibrate to a higher vibrational
frequency is right before sleep.
When we prepare our consciousness beforehand, we can utilize the
potent dream state to make positive
and lasting changes in our lives.
~Tanya Fuller is a shaman, Reiki
master, and owner of Three Feathers
Holistic Energy Healing and Wellness
in Truckee. Learn more about Tanya
at threefeathersholistic.com.

TRUCKEE'S GO TO SUSHI
& COCKTAIL BAR

DREAM STATE: Silencing the chatter of
the mind will help to improve the quality
of your sleep during the nighttime.

SHAMAN’S PATH
By Tanya Fuller

D

id you know our subconscious
mind never sleeps? The
subconscious is where we hold our
memories, emotions, and creative
intelligence. It is always co-creating
with us through our perceptions and
thoughts and has a big influence
on how our physical body feels and
how we feel in general.
When we sleep, our conscious mind
shuts down for a reboot. Our inner
chatterbox rests during this time as
well, after long hours of facilitating
between our conscious perceptions
and subconscious memory files. These
files serve as reference points for our
waking responses throughout the day.
When the chatterbox, also known
as the ego, is at rest, there is an
opportunity for profound transformation because the mind is quieter
and therefore more open to receiving positive suggestions. This is
where preparing our consciousness
for sleep becomes an invaluable tool
to help us shift how we feel about
ourselves and the world around us.
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

We can mindfully set the tone for
how we want to feel physically,
emotionally, and mentally before
falling asleep. By doing so, we
activate energetic receptors in our
subconscious mind which hold our
positive intentions at a very powerful frequency. This vibration sends
out a signal or ripple effect throughout our body and into our lives
resulting in more clarity, balance,
and self-care.

Mountain Bounty Farm
Growing food for our community with
love and care since 1997

Preparing for sleep in a focused
manner allows us to set ourselves
up for success by tuning into the
healthy vibration of rest, relaxation,
and restoration. When we experience these three elements, our
nervous system responds in a way
that is healing for our physical,
mental, and emotional bodies.
Take care of your physical sleeping
area because your bedroom is a
sacred space where you naturally
unwind on a daily basis. Clear out
anything under your bed and remove
any items from your room that
don’t feel right or serve a purpose.
Stagnant energy can collect like dust
so cleaning up your room provides a
calm and clear space to harmonize
your energy while you sleep.
When it is time for you to go to bed,
take some time to tune into your
energy field. Close your eyes, scan
through the events of your day, and

Organic Vegetable, Fruit, and Flower CSA Shares
delivered to convenient community locations in:

Tahoe • Truckee • Reno • Join today!
MountainBountyFarm.com (530) 292-3776
MOONSHINEINK.COM
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Edventure of a Lifetime
HSTT has lasting impact on young
volunteers, summer campers

BY ERIN ELLIS

Special to Moonshine Ink

A

t the Humane Society of
Truckee-Tahoe, we have always
strived to have an inclusive volunteer
program. We know that we can
find the perfect role for anyone
interested in lending a hand to our
organization.
In 2008, we decided to lower the
minimum age for volunteers to 8
years old so we could include even
more of our community and broaden
our educational reach. At that time,
youth volunteer programs at animal
shelters were practically unheard of,
but we didn’t let that stop us.
Education has always played a
significant role in HSTT’s mission,
and what better way to educate the

community than by allowing young
kids to learn about animal shelters
in a safe, hands-on fashion? The
reality is that the youths of today
with grow into decision-making
adults. If we can influence decisions
that make a positive impact on
animal welfare, we’ve done our job.
Whether it means they choose to
adopt, take on a career in education
or animal welfare, have their pet
spayed or neutered, or simply have
the knowledge of how a shelter
operates, we are grateful for the
opportunity to teach.
At HSTT, we had no idea when
we began this journey of involving
youths as volunteers what exactly
the future would hold. Our hope
was that these kids would learn that
a shelter is not a sad place, that it’s
not a place where only animals with
“issues” are brought, but a place
where pets feel safe and are loved
and just need someone to take a
chance on them — to see who they
really are and help them find their
new person. The reality is that you
never know when you plant a seed
how that seed will grow. Sometimes

SUMMER LOVIN’:
a osta was a youth volunteer at the u ane ociety of Truckee-Tahoe
when she hel ed create the dventure u
er a
rogra . er e erience as a ca
counselor
ut her on the ath to beco ing a teacher. ourtesy hotos

it grows just a little, and sometimes
that single seed grows into a flower
that eventually grows into a field
of flowers. Children are our future,
now is the time to get them involved
and inspired.
Kids have been a part of HSTT’s
volunteer program for nearly 15
years. All the children who started
with us back in 2008 are now adults.
So we thought we’d reach out and
find out how their experiences here
as volunteers have helped shape who
they are today and the impact we
had on them when it comes to pets.
Here’s what they had to share:
Aldana Fernandez was one of the
very first kids to go through our
volunteer program in 2008. Like so
many kids at that age, she wanted
to grow up and work with animals.
Little did she know at the time that
her passion and what she learned at
HSTT would take her on a journey to
find her purpose and career. Here’s
what Aldana had to say:

WHERE IT ALL BEGAN: ldana ernande was one of the ﬁrst kids to go through
TT s dventure
u
er a
at which she decided her future would include working with ani als in so e ca acity.
er ourney has co e full circle after oining Town of Truckee ni al ervices which shares the sa e
building as the hu ane society.
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Throughout my years volunteering
with HSTT, I got the opportunity to
meet so many incredible animals and
see them find their forever homes. I
was able to foster animals, help with

events, and even adopted my first cat
from HSTT in 2014. When I think
back on my time volunteering, I have
so many great memories.
As life moved forward and I entered
college, I knew I wanted to do something
with pets. At first, I wanted to be a vet,
but quickly realized I wanted to be more
hands-on with animals. What I really
wanted to do was play a role in helping
them find their forever home. During
college, I took any job that would let me
work with animals. I worked in doggie
daycares, animal boarding, dog training,
and even as a dog groomer.
In July 2021 I started my new career
as an animal caretaker with the Town
of Truckee Animal Services. Eleven
years later, I came back to the place
that let me first work with animals.
(Animal Services is located in the
same building as HSTT.) Now, being
able to care for them every day, train
with them, and see them get reunited
with their families or find their new
forever homes, gives me purpose and
fills me with happiness and joy. The
younger me would be excited and
happy to see what I am doing every
day, what I have learned, and what
the future has to hold.
TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
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Emma Costa was another
young volunteer who started
with HSTT back in 2010. Her
experience led her not only to
adoption, but also to a career
path spurred by her time as
a summer camp counselor.
Emma had this to say about
her time spent at HSTT:
I always loved animals, but we
weren’t allowed to have any
because my mom was allergic,
so we started volunteering
together so I could be around
animals. We volunteered
together for three years, going
roughly once a week. After she
passed away, my dad started
volunteering with me and
it didn’t take long for us to
adopt our first dog, Chance.
This was about the same time
Erin Ellis, volunteer manager
at the time, asked me if I
would help create an HSTT
summer camp program. I
worked with a group of other
volunteers and teachers to
create what is now HSTT’s
Edventure Summer Camp.

volunteers, so when it comes
to creating some of our
programs, we want them to
be a part of that planning
process, we want their help
at our events and value their
ideas and opinions. At some
point these young kids will
become the future of animal
welfare, that is why their
input now is so important.
Natalie Lang Ree became
a volunteer when she was
8 years old. She and her
older sister and mom would
spend time with our cats and
dogs, cuddling and providing
love and comfort to those
little fur-balls. Here’s what
Natalie shared about her
experience with HSTT:
I always loved going to the
humane society. It was stressfree and welcoming. When
I was younger, I was very
shy, so spending time with
animals eased the pressure of
communicating. I absolutely
loved playing with cats. My
favorite part was when a cat

curled up on my lap. You
would feel sort of chosen.
Not only did we spend time
volunteering at the shelter,
but our family also fostered.
We eventually adopted two
amazing cats, Comet and
Butter. Those two cats played
a big role in my life thanks to
HSTT. They were rescued from
a hoarder, and I am so grateful we could provide them
with a safe and loving forever
home. I am currently a freshman at Carleton College and
although I can’t have animals
here, I know I will someday in
the future. My volunteer time
at HSTT has taught me how
important adoption really is.
I will always choose adoption
because I know how many
animals are in need of a home
and someday I want to be that
forever home for a pet in need.
To find out more about
HSTT’s volunteer and foster
programs, please visit hstt.
org/how-to-help/volunteer/.

Being part of the Edventure
Camp team was what sparked
my interest in wanting to be a
teacher. Fast forward several
years and I am now currently
a student teacher! I also have
never lost my passion for adopting (adopt, don’t shop), and
that stemmed from volunteering.

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.
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FITNESS IS COOL

HSTT Edventure Camp not
only educated so many kids
in the area and their families
but also taught me so much
about overpopulation and the
problems surrounding shelters
everywhere. This information
has stuck with me since the
first year I was a counselor,
and I have continued to
share this information with
my peers throughout college.
After talking to my college
friends about the shelters in
their towns, I have learned
that HSTT is really doing it
right. The staff and volunteers
care so much about the animals and the community, and
the animals are able to feel
comfortable and safe while
they wait to find a forever
home. I am a proud forever
supporter of the Humane
Society of Truckee-Tahoe!
HSTT has always placed
a high value on our young

UNIQUE SUS TA IN A B L E
H A NDCR A F T ED JE W E L RY

Ask about exercises and
techniques to prevent injury
before it happens!

Tahoe Integrative Veterinary Care
12068 Donner Pass Rd, Truckee
FUREVER CHANGED: Natalie Lang Ree started volunteering at the Humane
Society of Truckee-Tahoe at the age of 8. Now a college freshman, she looks
forward to the day when she can adopt a pet of her own.
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SOUL KITCHEN

The summer months
are prime time
for plums
BY JULIANA DEMAREST
Moonshine Ink

O

h, the hard-pitted plum.
So juicy, so delicious, so …
fickle! Is it purple? Is it red? Is it
tangy? Is it sweet? As far as taste
goes, it’s a bit of both. Once you
bite through the tangy, thick skin,
your tastebuds will be greeted
with a sugary sweetness that will
satisfy any sweet tooth.

TISKET, A TASKET: When
it comes to the best variety
for eating fresh out of your
most of those sold in markets
hand, Japanese plums, pict
. European plums are better
ured, account for
suited for jams and drying
as prunes.

With an estimated average of
30,000 growing acres of plums,
California growers supply more
than 70% of the nation’s plum
crop, of which approximately 90%
are grown in the southern San
Joaquin Valley region. There are
two main varieties of plums — the
European and Japanese — avail-

able in grocery stores and farm
markets.
If you’re craving a fresh plum to
sink your teeth into, the Japanese
variety is what you’re looking for.
The Japanese plum, according to
a UC Davis report on California
prune and plum production,
accounts for most of the fruit sold
as plums on the fresh markets.
With a yellow or pale red skin,

PLUM CRUNCH
4 cups plums
1/4 cup brown sugar
Tbs our
1/2 tsp cinnamon
1 egg
1 tsp baking powder
cu sifted our
1 cup sugar
1/4 tsp mace
1/4 tsp salt
1/3 cup melted butter
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Preheat oven to 375. Pit and quarter plums. Arrange in neat rows in
a 9-by-9-by-2-inch pan. In a saucepan, combine brown sugar, flour,
and cinnamon. Sprinke over fruit.
Beat the egg until light consistency.
Sift together baking powder, flour,
1 cup sugar, mace, and salt. Pour
this over egg mixture and mix with
a fork until crumbly. Scatter this
over fruit. Pour batter over top.
Bake for 45 minutes. Serve hot
or cold with a dollop of whipped
cream or a scoop of ice cream.

MOONSHINEINK.COM

they’re sweet and bursting with
juiciness. Their natural sweetness
makes them the perfect addition
to any dessert to kick up the
sweet factor without adding sugar.
They are the plum in Japanese
plum wine, a sweet and sour
liqueur that has been enjoyed in
Japan for hundreds of years. The
ever-popular Santa Rosa is a type
of Japanese plum known for its
purplish-red skin and its sweet
and juicy red flesh.
The European plum is believed to
have been the first variety introduced to North America, some say
by the pilgrims. European varieties
are more ovular in shape and can
be yellow, green, or red-skinned;
however, the purplish-blue hue is
the type most commonly found.
They have a lower water content,
making them more suitable for
jams and drying as prunes.
Despite their natural sweetness,
plums are relatively low in sugar,
coming in at about 16 grams per
sliced cup. Plums are also a good

source of antioxidants, which help
keep anxiety at bay and protect
the body against cell and tissue
damage that can lead to conditions
and diseases like diabetes, cancer,
Alzheimer’s, and Parkinson’s. Plums
contain important vitamins A, C, and
K, and minerals like calcium, magnesium, potassium, and others, and
their inflammatory properties can
help against the risk of heart disease.
So what are you waiting for? Head
over to the local farmers market
and pick up some fresh plums. If
they’re still a bit firm, place them
in a paper bag and leave them on
the counter until they ripen. Add
them to smoothies, slice them
up and have them with a serving
of yogurt sprinkled with granola,
grill them, toss them in a salad,
or just enjoy them in their pure,
unadulterated form straight out
of your hand. If you’re looking
for a little more creativity without
a lot of effort, try this quick and
easy plum crunch, courtesy of my
mother-in-law, Marsha Demarest.
TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER

SPORTS & OUTDOORS

For this club of off-road junkies, it’s what’s
seen when they get there that drives them
IT’S A JEEP THING: While owning a Jeep isn’t a prerequisite to joining
the Tahoe Donner 4 Wheelers, it’s indisputably the most popular choice
of four-wheeling vehicle among the club members. Courtesy photos

BY CRAIG C. ROWE

Special to Moonshine Ink

Y

ou don’t have to own a Jeep to be
a member of the Tahoe Donner 4
Wheelers club.
The open, welcoming Tahoe Donnerbased nonprofit has no requirement
for what type of truck you bring, as
long as it helps you have fun. Granted,
it should be able to handle what the
sand, rocks, and ruts of the greater
Sierra Nevada region tend to provide.
As enthusiasts will confirm, there is
something about the iconic off-roader
that makes it such a popular option
for club members. Most are trail ready
right off the factory floor.
“Mainly, they’re just really capable”
said member Dean Eppley.
However, in a conversation over fried
eggs and whipped cream-topped
waffles at Truckee’s Coffee And
diner with Eppley and club president
William Ratcliff, I gathered that the
off-roading part, the “Jeeping,” isn’t
really what the club is all about.
In the same way we all use our daily
cars, the rugged, modified trailtacklers the club champions are more
a means to an end. And those varied
ends are all over the place — often
literally. What I took from our meeting
was that these guys are in it for the
camaraderie, the community service,
and as I learned, the history lessons.
I prepared to ask about the Rubicon
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

Trail, off-road
driving tips, and
lift kits. Instead, I
listened to tales of
discovery involving remote fire
towers and rare
petroglyphs.

admittedly, “since
we’re all older,”
they get loaned
an AED (automated external
defibrillator) to
take on trips.

You don’t need to
be a resident of
Tahoe Donner to
be a club member,
however, the
TD4WD bylaws
require that the
club’s four officer
positions are to
ROCK CRAWLER: Members of the
be filled by Tahoe
Tahoe Donner 4 Wheelers club ventured
Donner property
to Moab, Utah, in April for the 2022
Easter Jeep Safari, an annual event put
owners. Per the
on by their dirt-riding counterparts, the
latest Tahoe
Red Rock 4-Wheelers.
Donner club template, non-Tahoe
With the official
Donner property
support of the Tahoe Donner
owners are classified as associate
Association, Ratcliff formed the club
members and can make up no more
in 2014 with a former member who
than 50% of the membership.
has since relocated.
I was thrown off by the club’s
“We got thinking about all the clubs
demographic, thinking I’d meet a
that were in Tahoe Donner and there
group of middle-aged adrenaline
wasn’t a four-wheel drive club,” Ratcliff
hounds, flat-brimmed dad-bros who
said. “We got it going, and probably
put furniture on campfires and adorn
about two years later, I decided I
their rigs with expletive-laden decals
needed to form a board of directors.”
insulting non-Jeep owners.
Just as e-bikes
offer people access
to go deeper into
the wilderness,
our region’s offhighway vehicle
(OHV) trails are
the most productive conduits we
have to understanding the rich,
rough history of
the Sierra Nevada.

Ratcliff and Eppley laughed over the
fact that because they’re an officially
sanctioned Tahoe Donner club, and

realized how easy it is for us to think
we know a group or a particular
demographic.
Ratcliff and Eppley threw me off again
when they confessed to not knowing a
ton about how their trucks even work;
but, hey, as long as someone in the
group does....
Heavily service-oriented, the club
helps clean-up the Pole Creek Road
trail, and the OHV manager of the
Tahoe National Forest — along with
his chainsaw — often hitch a ride with
members when winter debris needs
to be cleared. Along with a number
of other regional 4x4 clubs, Tahoe
Donner 4 Wheelers provides rides to
physically disabled children and their
equipment to and from Camp Nejedly,
a summer wilderness camp situated an
hour into the Sierra at Lake Hawley,
north of Truckee.
Conscious of their impact, the group
is devoted to the standards of Tread
Lightly, a national nonprofit that monitors the impact of off-road vehicles on
the environment. The group has two
organized off-road trail runs a week,
and twice a year does a larger, out-ofarea trip, such as to Moab, Utah. Later
this summer they’ll drive to Shaver
Lake in Fresno County to cruise its
Jeep-ready wilderness.

Ratcliff’s other car is a Tesla.
See JEEP p. 42

I’m glad I was wrong, that I again
MOONSHINEINK.COM
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Grateful Gardens

The club’s sense of togetherness encourages people
to reach out to one another
whenever the mood to
start their engines strikes,
Eppley said. Plus, safety
demands always having
someone else with you.

L AN DSC APE & S N OW S E RV I CE S CO N TR AC TO R

Create | Install | Maintain
Commercial | Residential

gratefulgardens.biz

“The most dangerous thing
you can do is go by yourself,” he said. “You have all
these people with a shared
interest you can contact,
and then take off.”

530/550-9372

Voted #1 Best Of Tahoe/Truckee 2017
You dream it. We make it happen.

That’s also because
Jeeping isn’t a competitive sport, according to
Eppley. It’s cooperative.

Stocks. Bonds. CDs. IRAs.
Mutual funds.
Michael R Murphy, CFP®
Financial Advisor
12020 Donner Pass Rd Suite 102
Truckee, CA 96161
530-587-2672

> edwardjones.com
MKT-5894K-A

“The idea is to get everyone through the trail
safely,” he said.

SINGLE TRACK: ahoe onner
heelers tre single file along a
portion of the Poison Spider Trail in Moab, Utah.

Member SIPC

BELONG

“Ratcliff’s Ravine,” Ratcliff
said through a chuckle. “It’s
on Pole Creek Trail, going
up to Tinker’s Knob.”

HOME IS WHERE YOU BELONG
AND THE BIG LIFE CONNECTIONS
PROGRAM HELPS YOU DO JUST THAT!

• Connect and meet new friends.
• Engage in the community.
• Learn about volunteer
opportunities.
• Hear from businesses, and the
people behind the business.
• Share Truckee’s culture,
character, values – what it means
to be a Truckee Local!
Learn more at:
Truckee.com/BigLifeConnections.

Brought to you by
the Truckee Chamber of
Commerce in partnership
with the Town of Truckee.

Nicole Dreon Photography
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But that doesn’t mean every
run goes without incident.
The easiest way to get an
obstacle named after you,
Eppley said, eyeing Ratcliff,
is to let it get the best of you.

The trails in and around
Truckee and Tahoe are
only the beginning for
the Tahoe Donner crew.
The pair bantered for the
majority of our breakfast
about a seemingly unending menagerie of easily
accessible paths to our
area’s hard-to-find past,
discussing old mining
sites, long-abandoned railroad beds, defunct lumber
mills, and mounds of
evidence of long-forgotten
Old West communities
and their residents.
Well before my coffee was
cold, I knew this is more
than a club for these guys,
this is a passion.
Yet, it only costs $10 to
join, which should tell you
all you need to know about
the people who comprise
Tahoe Donner 4 Wheelers.
Their mission is as much
about its members as it is
what they drive.
Probably more.

MOONSHINEINK.COM
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Trending Now
BY JULIANA DEMAREST
Moonshine Ink

L

e’a Gleason speaks with an air
of excitement and anticipation about what’s to come for
North Tahoe Arts as the nonprofit
embarks on a new beginning.
On June 17, the organization
will open the North Tahoe Arts
Center, a new facility, in Kings
Beach. Gleason herself is also
a new beginning, having only
recently stepped into the role of
executive director.
Like the moveable walls of its
new gallery, the new North Tahoe
Arts Center is a blank canvas for
artists from around the region to
put their talents on display. The
building at 8731 North Lake Blvd.
is owned by local philanthropists
and art supporters Ron and Jane
Jenny, who generously gifted use
of the location to the nonprofit.
A work in progress since its
acquisition, the new site had come

to be known informally as the Art
Barn, a nod, Gleason said, to the
exterior facade of the building
which bares resemblance to a
traditional barn shape. While a
catchy name, the nomenclature
Art Barn doesn’t quite reflect the
direction of the new facility. With
its opening, the center will allow
North Tahoe Arts to welcome a
more modern aesthetic compared
to what is offered at its original
Tahoe City location, which
is more of an artisan shop as
opposed to a gallery.
“I think that art follows trends and
themes that are explorative based
on economic climates, societal
norms, the state of the community
at that time — all kinds of different factors that impact an artist’s
background,” Gleason said. “We
want to make sure that we are
touching on an aesthetic that is
representative of modern times.”

ART BARN: While the name Art Barn was enough to grab the attention of those
passing by, the name didn’t quite fit the feel of what is to come for the newly dubbed
North Tahoe Arts Center. Photos By Ted Coakley III/Moonshine Ink

Just inside the main entrance of
the North Tahoe Arts Center will
be a gallery, with shop artists who
volunteer their time to run the
shop so that it can open for them
and their peer artists to sell their
creations. Throughout the space,
there will be movable walls and
pedestals with three-dimensional
art and glass.

“We call them shop artists,” said
Gleason, likening them to the more
commonly known term resident artists. “They’re here every month of the
year and they show their art all the
time. They’re the ones that come and
work the shop … They rotate their
work, but they always have a spot.”
The shop area will flow into
See TRENDING

NOW p. 44

IN RESIDENCE: Local artist Heidi Reeves helps set up the displays of her work at the new North Tahoe Arts Center in Kings Beach.
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.
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“People do get confused
… ‘Are you an art gallery?
Are you an art shop? Are
you a gift shop? What are
you? What am I going
to see when I walk in?’”
Gleason said as some of
the things inquiring minds
have asked of the new
North Tahoe Arts Center.

exhibit space, where
works will appear on
a monthly rotation.
Exhibiting, however, is a
word that Gleason says
can be a bit confusing.
“For us, exhibiting is a
misnomer. When you
exhibit here, you’re just
here for a month in our
exhibit space, doing a special show,” she explained.
“[But] that could be a
community group of lots
of people or a theme or
someone who just has a
lot of pieces.”

here,” said Gleason. “I
would love to see more
of an artist-in-residence
feeling, in that the artists
who are showing here
also teach workshops or
give a talk or do meet and

greets with the public. So
that we give a little bit
more love to the people
whose work we’re already
showing; so people get
to know who [the artists]
are behind these paint-

ings. Maybe try the style
of painting that they do.
Maybe hear them talk
about why they paint.
More of that kind of holistic
sort of connection.”

The answer, she says, is
two-fold. There indeed will
be an artisan shop, along
the lines of the Tahoe City
location. Yet there will also
be a gallery. However, it
will be as much for viewing
pleasure of guests as it is for
art aficionados to discover
new artists and purchase
their works to being home.

An example of this will
first come in July, which is
when Kings Beach has a
self-guided studio art tour
where visitors can drive
from location to location.
During this time, artists
participating in the studio
art tour will each submit a
piece to the center’s exhibit
space, creating a sort of
mini version of the art tour.

Part of the dream for the
North Tahoe Arts Center is
to revive some of the magic,
the energy, that once flowed
through the original Tahoe
City location.
“At one time, it was just a
lot more alive. The vision
is to bring that back

EXECUTIVE POSITION: As a former Moonshine editor and continuing contributor, her name might sound
familiar, but Le’a Gleason recently stepped into the new role of executive director with North Tahoe Arts.

Get surprisingly
great Auto rates.

presents our 6th annual fundraiser

Here’s the deal, everyone loves a good surprise —
especially when it comes to saving money. State
Farm® has always been about that. Call us to
discover your surprisingly great rates on Auto today.
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• It doesn’t all ﬁt here. Visit moonshineink.com/tap for the full calendar, or to add an event.

JULY 24 & 25

TAP CALENDAR

JUNE 11

FRIDAYS

WEDNESDAYS

JULY 7

TAP HIGHLIGHTS: (Clockwise from top left) Free airplane rides for kids at Truckee Tahoe Airport, photo by Juliana Demarest/Moonshine Ink; Food Truck Fridays in Reno; Historic steam train Big Boy No.
4014 to pass through Truckee; Dead Winter Carpenters at Music in the Park; and Skate the Lake with Boarding 4 Breast Cancer. Courtesy photos

Wednesdays
ARTS & CULTURE | Music in the Park
Truckee Donner Recreation and Park
District and Val Videgain Team are
excited to bring back Music in the Park,
starting with the Dead Winter Carpenters. Music in the Park is held every
Wednesday from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.,
June 22 through Aug. 31 at the Truckee
Regional “Salty” Gebhardt Amphitheater. This is a free event, but your contribution of any amount helps to ensure a
full schedule of concert dates, as event
costs continue to rise. Look for the blue
donation boxes. No smoking and no
dogs. Info: tdrpd.org/music
Thursdays
COMMUNITY | Summer Thursday

Night Favorite is Back

Truckee Thursdays is a feel-good
event that beckons the community
to enjoy some exuberant downtown
summertime energy. It offers a stage
with live music, a food court with an
eclectic selection of eats, children’s
activities, a beer garden, and a
wide variety of artisan vendors. The
Truckee Thursday live music season
kicks off with the Nomads on June
23, followed by Elvis Cantú June 30,
and Coburn Station July 7. Info: every
Thursday, June 23 to Aug. 11; 5 to
8:30 p.m.; truckeethursdays.com
Fridays
FOOD & DRINK | Food Truck Fest
Food Truck Fridays are back this summer at Idlewild Park in Reno. Check
out 40 gourmet food, dessert, and
local craft beer, wine, and spirits vendors weekly. Held from 4 to 9 p.m. every Friday from June through August.
This is a dog-free event. Food Truck
Fridays is now one of America’s top
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

ﬁve largest weekly food truck events
and has been featured on the Travel
Channel. Check in weekly at facebook.
com/renostreetfood. Info: renofoodtruckfriday.com
ARTS & CULTURE | NTBA Brings

Back Music on the Beach

It’s time to break out the happy
dances! North Tahoe Business
Association has announced the return
of the Music on the Beach concert
series for its 16th season. Start your
2022 summer weekends off right by
listening and dancing to free live
music performances featuring a variety of genres on the beautiful North
Shore of Lake Tahoe. Concerts take
place every Friday night at the Kings
Beach State Recreation Area; music
starts at 6:30 p.m. Local food vendors
will have food, beer, wine, and other
beverages available for purchase
from 6 to 9 p.m. No outside alcohol
or pets are permitted. Music on the
Beach concerts are free but you
can show your support by donating
online. Info: northtahoebusiness.org
Saturdays
ARTS & CULTURE | Meet Up at the

Backyard Maker’s Market

The Backyard is the best new spot in
Kings Beach. Stop by the Saturday
Maker’s Markets and experience
Bear Belly Brewing, Chickadee Art
Collective, local vendors, makers,
artists, food trucks, entertainment, yard
games, and more, all in one spot. Bring
the whole family and enjoy a relaxed
outdoor setting just a block from the
lake. Vendors vary each week. There
will be no markets on July 2, Sept. 3,
or Sept. 17. Info: 3 to 8 p.m., Trout
Avenue; tahoebackyard.com

FAMILY | Truckee Railroad Rides
Grab the kids and take a ride on the
Truckee River Railroad this summer.
This family friendly ride circles the
playground at Truckee Regional Park.
Train runs 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. on select
Saturdays: June 11; July 2, 16 and 30;
Aug. 6 and 20; Sept. 3 and 24; and
Oct. 8. Schedule subject to change
and weather dependent. Info: Truckee
Donner Railroad Society on Facebook
Sundays
ARTS & CULTURE | Concerts at

Commons Beach All Summer

It’s on! The 12-week Concerts at
Commons Beach series in Tahoe City
returns this summer, every Sunday
from June 12 to Sept. 4. (No concert
July 2.) The series kicks off June 12
with Collectivity, followed by Poor
Man’s Whiskey on June 19. Bring your
blankets, low-back chairs, sunscreen,
a hat, food, drinks, cash for food and
drink, and of course, your dancing
shoes. Local food and drink vendors
sell beer, wine, soft drinks, ice-cream,
sushi, barbecue, salads, and more. Your
picnic and beverages from home are
also welcome. Local ordinances prohibit
pets at the park and beach. Please leave
your pets safely at home (not in your hot
car). Concerts are free but donations are
what keep the shows going. Consider
donating online. Info: 4 to 7 p.m.;
concertsatcommonsbeach.com

June 11

COMMUNITY | Free Flights for

Kids at Truckee Tahoe Airport

Take to the skies with the Experimental Aircraft Association Young Eagles.
Truckee Tahoe Airport EAA 1073 offers
free small aircraft rides for kids ages 8
to 17 on the second Saturday of each
MOONSHINEINK.COM

month, with June’s monthly event to
be held on International Young Eagles
Day. Flights run from 8 to 10:30 a.m.
Remember to bring your logbook if
you already have one. EAA’s popular
pancake breakfast will be available for
a small donation. Info: eaa1073.org
COMMUNITY | Honor the Legacy
of the Land at Donner Park

On Donner Memorial State Park
Legacy Day, join Sierra State Parks
for the ﬁrst-ever celebration of this
land’s legacy, its cultural and natural
history, and the people who inhabited
the land. Bring the family for this free
event at Donner Memorial State Park
and enjoy live music, a food truck,
historical tours, children’s activities,
visiting exhibitors, and a program led
by the Washoe Tribe. The $10 parking
fee applies. Info: 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.;
sierrastateparks.org

June 11 and 12

ARTS & CULTURE | Artisan Fair
Stop by beautiful Truckee River
Regional Park on Brockway Road for
the Great Truckee Artisans Fair. More
than 100 artisans will have their wares
on display from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Saturday, and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Sunday. Relax to the sound of live music or grab a bite to eat from one of
many specialty food vendors. Admission is free. Great American Craft Fairs
has been family owned and operated
for two generations since 1971. All
vendors are juried, and hand selected
to bring you an experience you won’t
ﬁnd anywhere else. Info: The Great
Truckee Artisans Fair on Facebook;
greatamericancraftfairs.com
See CALENDAR p. 47
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TAP CALENDAR

GET
OUT GO
&

Swimwear

with

George Clinton and P-Funk:
Aug. 14 at Truckee Amphitheater

Altitude!

Bringing All the Best Beach Essentials to the Mountains

10200 Donner Pass Road | 530.582.0900 | www.tahoedaves.com

Small Town Care...
Big City Credentials
Board Certified
Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeons
right here in Truckee!
Dan Martin DDS
Rachel Appelblatt DDS MD

Excellent Surgery Care | Compassionate Team | Competitive Rates
TahoeOralSurgery.com | 530-587-5440

GET THE FUNK OUT: Soul-rock-funk legend George Clinton brings his farewell tour with
Parliament Funk to Truckee’s outdoor amphitheater. Courtesy photo

L

adies and gentlemen, Parliament
Funkadelic is now in session!
Well, at least it will be in August,
when George Clinton and P-Funk
comes to Truckee — yes, Truckee!!
— for a stop on the funk master’s
farewell tour. Tickets are on sale
now, so get yours today because
this show is bound to sell out.

He’s still deciding who he thinks
should run things when he comes in
off the road.

As a teenager growing up in
lainﬁeld ew ersey linton
formed a doo wop group while
working at a local barbershop. They
were called none other than The
Parliaments, the earliest rendition of
what would evolve into the soulrock-funk powerhouse Parliament
Funkadelic.

In a recent chat with Rolling Stone,
Clinton said he still feels like he did
in the ‘50s and ‘60s, when he was just
starting out. And just because he’s
retiring from performing, it doesn’t
mean he’s quitting music altogether.

ow
the funk legend is headed
to Truckee with the latest edition
of Parliament-Funkadelic, which
includes his son, daughter, and
several of his grandkids. He says
he is perplexed at the energy that
is still behind the act because even
though he’s ready to retire, shows
and performances are still on fire.
“It’s weird because everything’s getting so hot,” Clinton said in a press
release. “I mean, the shows are selling out. The band is hot. It’s been
great having a chance to see what
the young kids are doing and how
to make that work within the P-Funk
band, and we’ve come up with some
new things that’s really working …
I’m ready to retire, but it’s getting so
interesting out here with the people
loving all the different things we’re
doing. But it’s their turn now.”
The plan is for the P-Funk name to
carry on without him, with his family
moving the music into the future for
younger generations.
“I’ve just got to get them together to
make sure they keep going,” Clinton
said. “Because they’re not retiring.”
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“I’ve got all my grandkids and my
son and daughter in there,” he
added. o I trying to ﬁgure out
like a reality show, who’s gonna be
the one to do that.”

“I’m gonna keep doing that,” he
said. “I’m gonna keep producing
and do some cartoons. I’m in that
Trolls 2 movie. And then you’ve
got a uel . ackson laying e
in this ovie about eil ogart at
Casablanca, Spinning Gold.”
Don’t miss your chance to catch
George Clinton’s Farewell Tour, live
with P-Funk and special guests,
Black Rock City Allstars and Tha
Exchange, at the Truckee River
Regional Park’s outdoor amphitheater on Aug. 14, presented by
ate- ite roductions and ne
Vision Entertainment Group. Doors
open at 3:30 p.m. and music begins
at 4:20 p.m. sharp.
Advance tickets are available
starting at
in erson at ew
oon atural ood in both Truckee
and Tahoe City, Recycled Records
in Reno, and Buttermuffin Smoke
Shop in South Lake Tahoe. You can
also get them online at ticketweb.
com. Ticket prices go up $10 on the
day of the show. Seating is general
admission.
Info: ticketweb.com
~ Juliana Demarest/Moonshine Ink
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June 18

EDUCATION | Learn about Mark

Twain’s Tahoe Claim Advenure

Sierra Speaker Series presents Mark
Twain’s Lake Tahoe Claim Adventure.
Author David C. Antonucci’s presentation will lead you through Mark Twain’s
footsteps from Carson City and identify the locations where he camped and
relaxed at the lake. The presentation
will introduce the Mark Twain Timber
Claim Adventure Trail. Doors open
at 5 p.m. at the Donner Memorial
State Park Visitor Center; presentation
follows at 5:30 p.m. Admission is a
suggested $5 donation. Light refreshments will be available. Info: 5 to 6:30
p.m.; sierrastateparks.org

June 24

EDUCATION | Art Show and Sale
Everyone at Elevation is excited for
their ﬁrst annual rt how that will
be held from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on
Friday, June 24. The show will be held
at Elevation’s two buildings, located
at 10344 and 10356 Donner Pass Rd.
in downtown Truckee. Stop by any
time between 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. The
clients are super excited to show off
their beautiful artwork and are also
looking forward to showing off their
new retail space, Blue House Collab.
Elevation is a day program for adults
with developmental disabilities serving Truckee and North Lake Tahoe
Info: truckeeelevation.com/

June 24 and 25

ARTS & CULTURE | Reggae Fest
Truckee Reggae Fest is back for
another weekend of good times
and great sounds live at the Truckee
Regional Park Outdoor Amphitheater. The Friday show runs from 3
to 10 p.m. and features Ky-Mani
Marley, Sister Carol, Big Mountain,
and J-Ras & the Higher Elevation.
Saturday, from 2 to 10 p.m., catch
Third World, Wailing Souls, Lutan
Fyah, Arise Roots, and Pipe Down.
General admission tickets are $65.
Locals can get tickets in-person at
New Moon Natural Foods (Truckee or
Tahoe City) with no service fees. Info:
truckeereggaefest.com

June 26

ARTS & CULTURE | Maker Show
Truckee Roundhouse is hosting the
sixth annual Maker Show in celebration of art, community, and ingenuity.
Join local makers and share in the
awe and wonder of their creations at
the Truckee Roundhouse Community
Makerspace at Truckee Tahoe Airport. This is the Roundhouse’s largest
outreach and community event of the
year. Take in an eclectic assortment
of interactive arts, technologies, hobbies, and projects — and attendees
will get to make alongside artists,
as well as witness demonstrations.
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

There also will be food trucks, beer,
music, art cars, kids’ activities, tours
of the makerspace, a fantastic silent
auction of handmade goods and
experiences, and an amazing raffle.
Tickets are $10 for adults; $5 off if
you ride your bike. Children under
8 are free. Info: 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.;
truckeeroundhouse.org

July 7

COMMUNITY | Historic Steam

Train to Pass Through Truckee

Big Boy No. 4014 is coming to
Truckee nion aciﬁc s fa ed ig
Boy No. 4014 is set to return to the
tracks this summer for its West Coast
Steam Tour. Kicking off June 26 in
Cheyenne, Wyoming, this year’s tour
will celebrate nion aciﬁc s
th
anniversary, railroad heritage, and the
communities the railroad serves. Big
oy will be visiting the aciﬁc orthwest for the ﬁrst ti e since its return
to service. After passing through
Sparks, Nevada, on July 6, Big Boy
No. 4014 is tentatively scheduled to
arrive in Truckee July 7, but it more
likely will be the morning of the July
8. Stay tuned. Info: truckeedonnerhistoricalsociety.org

July 14 to 17

ARTS & CULTURE | PGA Barracuda

Championship Comes Around

Tickets are now on sale for the Barracuda Championship, the only PGA
Tour event in the Reno/Tahoe region,
to be held at Old Greenwood, a
Tahoe Mountain Club golf course.
Watch as 156 players, including 106
PGA Tour members and 50 European
Tour members, play for a $3.7 million
purse. All tickets and parking passes
must be purchased online in advance.
There will be no onsite ticket sales
and no will call. Be there to catch all
the action and witness the rise of a
new champion. Find tickets and the
full schedule of events online. Info:
barracudachampionship.com

July 24 and 25
COMMUNITY | Skate the Lake

Boarding For Breast Cancer (B4BC)
has announced the 18th Annual
Skate The Lake and Community
Celebration happening in North Lake
Tahoe. Skate The Lake is a 28-mile
skate-bike-roll along a portion of the
North Shore, starting at Sugar Pine
Point State Park, up to Palisades
Tahoe, and ending at Commons
Beach. B4BC welcomes anyone on
wheels of all ages and abilities to
join this push for prevention as we
raise funds for B4BC’s education,
prevention, and survivorship programs. Registration includes an event
T-shirt, goodie bag, and prizes for
top fundraisers. Info: b4bc.org

June 17 Ideateam
June 24 Boot Juice
July 1 The Blues Monsters
July 8 Tracorum
July 15 Sol Peligro
July 22 Lumanation
July 29 The Sextones
August 12 Bicicletas Por La Paz
August 19 Dusty Green Bones Band
August 26 Sneaky Creatures
Sept 2 Achilles Wheel

6-8:30PM
b ro ug ht to yo u by

TAHOE
Q U A RT E R LY

TAHOE

T E R LY
@musiconthebeachkbQ U A R NorthTahoeBusiness.org
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The One and Only RB
Sixth-grade super boy is in a class by himself
BY TIM HAUSERMAN | Special to Moonshine Ink

RB Bruce is a one-of-

a-kind student at Incline
Middle School for two
reasons: He has a chromosome disorder that, as far as
the experts can tell, no one
else in the world has. He’s
also been honored with his
own special day at Incline
Elementary and now Incline
Middle School, because as
his mother, Brandi Bruce,
says, “He can teach the
world that kindness is a
superpower.”
RB — short for Robert
Banyan — has a tiny bit of
extra genetic material on one
chromosome, and a tiny bit
less than normal on another.
At 3 years old, RB was
still unable to speak, so his
parents decided to have him
tested. Specialists at Stanford
Medical Center detected
the chromosomal mutation
using a microarray machine.
In addition to speech, it
effects his muscle tone
and coordination. Through
physical therapy, swimming,
and hippotherapy — which
uses horseback riding as a
rehabilitative or therapeutic
treatment — he has experienced slow but steady
improvement over the years.
The speech limitations were
especially hard. “He knew

many signs and how to communicate in different ways and
how to be kind, but talking
was the hardest thing for him
even though he had so many
thoughts and so many words
in his head, he just couldn’t
get them out,” Brandi said.
By the age of 7, RB began
speaking in full sentences.
“He works really, really hard
to do the things that are
easy for most of us,” said
RB’s mom in a presentation
she prepared to explain
the abnormality to RB’s
classmates. “He has a sensory
system that is very sensitive
to many things, that’s why he
wears a hat,” she said. “He
continues to work hard and
gets better and better every
day. But one thing that is easy
for him that he doesn’t have
to work hard at is being loving and kind. It is his nature.”
One of RB’s classmates is
Evan, who has Down syndrome. Every year on March
21, which has been declared
World Down Syndrome Day,
people wear colorful socks
in support of those with
Down Syndrome. In March
2019, Brandi said, “We were
rocking our socks for Evan to
show support towards people
with Down syndrome, when
two of RB’s friends asked

ONE LOVE: Incline Village sixth grader RB Bruce, pictured with his mom, Brandi, is believed to be the only
person in the world with his speciﬁc type of chromosomal abnormality. Courtesy photos

what his day was … His
teacher said he doesn’t have
a day because he’s the only
one who has what he has.”

poster that had a blue strip
of paper while preparing
for a 4/20 PQ Day kindness
presentation.

RB’s friends felt it wasn’t fair
that their classmate didn’t
have a special day; they
thought there should be a
day to celebrate him and his
differences and strengths. The
teacher agreed. The school
declared April 20 4/20 PQ
Day, named after the 4p and
20q chromosomes which are
abnormal for RB. On that
day they wore their socks
once again, but this time they
donned one long sock and one
short. It has turned into an
annual event, which Brandi
calls the Tru Blue Movement.

“I was wearing my new blue
shoes and my husband was
wearing all blue layers and it
had been a year exactly since
our friend, Jeff Pearlstein,
died on the mountain at
Alpine,” she said. “I [happened] to reach for the blue
shirt he gave me from India,
and in a moment of epiphany
the name just came to me.
Jeff was the truest of blues,
and RB the same, and Tru
Blue was born. Living next to
Big Blue (Lake Tahoe) was
just [an] extra bonus.”

The name came to her one
morning as she was fixing a
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Brandi said that while she
used to question why RB
and his family have had to go

through so many challenges,
RB’s classmates helped her
realize it was because when
kids are around people with
special needs, they learn how
to become better kids.
“This is how a movement of
kindness and compassion
begins,” she said. “All because
two 9-year-old boys chose to
see beyond themselves.”
Tru Blue Day is now an
annual event during which
Brandi presents information
to kids about RB and how he
can be an example to them of
how to be kind and generous
with their friends.
“As a former special education teacher, I love that the
Tru Blue philosophy
promotes the power of
>>>

TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER

>>> kindness, which supports the positive growth

A Happy Horseman

and development of all students. Inclusivity
for students with disabilities starts with kindness,”
said Kari Michael, Incline Middle School principal.
“The Tru Blue philosophy addresses character
traits that are necessary life skills for positive
living. It is key that the Bruce family rolled out
the Tru Blue program in elementary school, before
students started changing developmentally in
middle school.”
Brandi believes that when folks are around people
with special challenges, they learn from them and
become better people and better friends.
“So, RB, just by being himself, helps others to
be kinder and more compassionate,” she said. “I
believe this is RB’s calling: to fill the room with
love and kindness and make everyone around him
a better person and better friend to teach others
how to be Tru Blue. We want to share that superpower with everyone.”

GOOD HORSEMANSHIP: RB Bruce was unable to put words together
until age 6, when he suddenly told his therapy horse to “walk on.” At right,
after celebrating World Down Syndrome Day in support of a classmate
with Down syndrome, RB’s classmates insisted that he, too, should have a
special day, and Tru Blue Day was born.

These are
the things
you’re
looking for.

One form of physical therapy that has been
especially effective for RB Bruce is hippotherapy,
which involves being on a horse.
“The way a horse moves aligns with a human pelvis,”
said RB’s mother, Brandi Bruce.
When he started riding in the Kids and Horses
program in Minden, Nevada, at age 6, he was only
saying one word at a time. It was on the horse that he
ﬁrst s oke two words strun to ether in a co
and
to his horse to walk on. s art of the thera ,
participants play games and learn how to ride.
RB has now been in hippotherapy for six years. He
recently graduated to adaptive riding and learning
how to saddle and brush the horse himself. When he
ﬁrst rode a horse,
couldn t s eak and was afraid
to even get on. Now, he is riding, caring for, and
understanding how to ride a horse. RB has had the
generous sponsorship of Gerry and Diane Wendel,
former Incline Village residents who, through their
Lisa Wendel Memorial Foundation, have covered
the cost of riding all these years. They have also
urchased stickers, socks, and shirts for all the kids
to celebrate Tru Blue Day.

Paving
Sealcoating
Crack Sealing
Striping & Signage

Full Service Parking Lot
& Driveway Specialists
Commercial & Residential
FREE Estimates

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

CA Lic. #829462
NV Lic. #69490
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P U Z Z L E
Q U I Z

P A G E

C R O S S W O R D

By Margie E. Burke

WHAT IN THE WORLD?

CAN YOU GUESS WHERE THIS IS? >>>

Email your answer to quiz@
moonshineink.com for a chance to
win a growler with a free ﬁll fro
libi
le orks. ust be
or older to
clai . or those under
the ri e
is one of libi s trade ark ustache
ret els and a nonalcoholic beverage.
orrect res onses will be entered
into a drawing from which a winner
will be randomly selected. Submit
your guess by July 5.
LAST MONTH’S ANSWER:
Wooden sculpture at Safeway in
Kings Beach
WINNER:
Steven Lucia, Truckee

Brought to you by:

ALIBI ALE WORKS

THE S T A R S

By DAWN ANDREONI | Moonshine Ink

Astronomy | In

id une, Mercur oins the ﬁ e other isible lanets in the
ornin sk . une 1 will likel be the ﬁ rst da the uicksil er
lanet can be s ied with the naked e e, beco in easier to iew
as it reaches its reatest western elon ation farthest a arent
distance fro the sun fro our ers ecti e on arth, the two
bein a ro i atel 21 de rees a art on une 1 . It will lie low
on the eastern hori on, ainin in bri htness in the da s followin
its elon ation. rilliant and un istakable enus is ne t in line.
rcin u and o er we ﬁ nd the di
er red lanet, Mars. u iter lies close to Mars,
and farther west in the southern sk is the olden lanet, Saturn. or those with a
telesco e, ou can also ﬁ nd Uranus han in with enus, and e tune nearb u iter,
with Pluto to the west of Saturn. It s uite the lanetar
ile u
lthou h we ha e
war er te
eratures to our sk
a in ad anta e in the su
er, the lon er da s
ean we will ha e to rise earl to see the arade. ith the sun risin at about
a. . throu h une, sk
a ers will ha e to be out b
a. . for o ti al obser ation.
s we enter id une, there is a distincti e otenc as fi e of the
1 astrolo ical lanets are in their ho e si ns. Mercur in e ini
enhances our ental ca acit . his uick wit, howe er, a
et
us into trouble with the wron audience. enus in aurus is ea er
to lu uriate in ursuits of leasure. his is an innocent e loration
of beaut
not hedonistic, but it still carries the dan er of
succu bin to co
lacenc . Mars in ries ro ides a balance,
li htin a fire under our feet that kee s us o in forward. hen
faced with i
edi ents, howe er, we a be i
atient and irritable. Saturn in
uarius kee s a stoic e e. Saturn s uares enus on une 1 , ro isin udicious
re ercussions if we e o er indul ed, then te
ers Mars b se tile on une 27,
hel in us hone our tools and act ore effecti el . n ul 2, Mercur trines Saturn,
enablin a ore constructi e con ersation. ll the while, e tune in Pisces lin ers
behind the scenes, resentin a ortal into the real of fantas that we a sli
throu h, consciousl or not. It is a delicate atter to li e a life i bued with heartfelt
re erence without detourin down the s iritual b ass.

Astrology |

S U D O K U
HOW TO SOLVE:

Each row must contain the
numbers 1 to 9; each column
must contain the number 1
to 9; and each set of 3 by
3 boxes must contain the
numbers 1 to 9.
Difficulty: Easy
Edited by Margie E. Burke

~ Dawn Andreoni is a yoga teacher and astrologer. You can ﬁnd more about her offerings
at celestialdawnastrology.com or follow her at facebook.com/astronotions.
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FIND BOTH PUZZLE SOLUTIONS
IN THE OPINION SECTION.
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Parting Shot

WILD THINGS: Megan Jost is a Truckee watercolor artist and designer. More recently, she has moved her work to capture native wildlife as well as fun, local places, activities, people, plants, and animals
in her two children’s ABC books: ABC Truckee and ABC Tahoe. She is currently working on a third book with a local author telling the story of a search and rescue puppy at Alpine Meadows. Stay tuned
for a winter 2022/23 release. Discover more of her work at colorsbymegan.com.

Gallery 5830’ is under new ownership!

OPEN DAILY

(530) 583-3911 401 West Lake Blvd.
North Lake Tahoe’s
favorite gathering place for
City, CA
96145to experience
local gardeners Tahoe
and visitors
wanting
the oasis of plants, flowers and trees.

STOP BY FOR EVERYTHING!
Trees | Plants | Garden Gifts | Colorful Pottery
Seasoned Landscaping Advice | and more!

Mon–Sat
9am-5pm
Sunday
10am-4pm

401 West Lake Blvd., Tahoe City, CA 96145 | 530.583.3911
tahoetreecompany.com
READ. DISCUSS.
DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.
CONTRIBUTE.
READ.

GRAND OPENING JULY 1
Main St Truckee next to
Squeeze In…
art, music, good vibes

Sara and Curtis are grateful to
share their vision of art, culture, and
technology with our community.

MOONSHINEINK.COM
MOONSHINEINK.COM
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JULY 2022
2022
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TART

Photo–Ryan Salm

Leave the driving to us and get the TART Connect app!
,
.

All Rides on TART
are FREE!

2022 TART Connect

Hop on the TART bus and head to the
beach, hit the trails, shop, dine, or go
out and see live music in the evening.

On-demand, free curb-to-curb shuttles serving the
North Shore of Lake Tahoe.

TART Daily Routes
Daily regional routes run year-round
between Incline Village, Crystal Bay, Kings
Beach, Tahoe Vista, Tahoe City, Olympic Valley,
Truckee, and Northstar.

2022 Spring Night Service

Coming to Truckee Summer 2022!

Zone 1: Dollar Point, Tahoe City, Sunnyside,
Homewood, Tahoma, Olympic Valley.
Zone 2: Brockway, Kings Beach, Tahoe Vista, Carnelian Bay,
Crystal Bay, Northstar.
Zone 3: Incline Village, Crystal Bay.

Just tap, relax, and go.

Take TART Connect.

July 3rd –July 4th Drone Sky Shows and Celebration
Shuttles

Truckee Dial-a-Ride

July 3rd: Kings Beach | July 4th: Tahoe City, Incline Village

Daily door-to-door service in Truckee.
7-days a week.

Truckee Thursdays Shuttle
June 23–August 11, 2022

North Lake Tahoe Express–Reno | Truckee | Tahoe
Providing a friendly, convenient shuttle service from the Reno-Tahoe
International Airport. Three routes include Incline Village, Tahoe City and
Truckee. 24-hour advanced reservations and group discounts available.

Free shuttles throughout Truckee to
Truckee Thursdays

(833) 709-8080 | northlaketahoeexpress.com.

Truckee 4th of July, 2022
Parade Shuttles

TahoeTruckeeTransit.com

Free shuttles to the parade/downtown.

Tahoe Truckee Area Regional Transit

